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estimated 800 Eastern students and Charleston area residents at­
. two masses Wednesday in the Union Grand Ballroom. The masses 
d the beginning of the Lenten season for Catholics. (News photo by 
Polich) 
TO meet Thursday 
BOG.decides tuition, 
. .. � ..... . . 
· a·ddresses a·sbestos 
by Lori Edwards 
A 5 percent tuition increase will be 
proposed by the Board of Governor's 
executive director' at  Thursday's 8 a.m. 
meeting at Chicago Stat� University. 
The tuition recommendation, which 
is on target with the Illinois Board of 
Higher Education's proposed increase, 
would raise students' tuition by $54 per 
academic year. 
In a conference call last week with 
student BOG representatives, BOG 
Executive Director Thomas Layzell 
said he would recommend the 5 percent 
increase to the board. 
T.he Q.oard also will discuss a system­
wide strategy adcfress1ng asbestos use 
in campus buildings . The asbestos issue 
comes after surveys at both Chicago 
State Oniversity and Governors State 
University which revealed potentially 
harmful levels of the carcinogen in 
campus buildings . 
· 
Eastern President Stanley Rives 
called an eight-month-old Eastern 
study, which showed potentially harm­
ful levels in three Eastern---bWJdings, 
''very superfiQal.',:....-HoWeveT, Rives .said the results of 
·the{aic samples  and the pqssibility of 
employee medical examinations will be 
topics at the meeting. 
Because the possible severity of the 
problem has not been determined, 
Rives said Eastern is taking bids from 
professional consulting firms to "do a 
careful, more scientific study to deter­
mine more about the problem. "  
Air samples taken about eight mon­
ths ago by a Taylorville firm revealed 
. 3  asbestos fibers per cubic centimeter 
of air in the Union's Grand Ballroom, 
.1 in. the Physical Plant and .01 in the 
Life Science Building. The scale on 
which asbestos is measured goes up to 
5 .0  micrometers . 
"Of course we need to be concerned 
with any air contaminent, "  he said. 
"But we have no idea how serious the 
problem really is. That 's  why we are 
seeking a professional firm to do more 
testing . ' '  
- The Illinois Environmental Protec­
tion Agency lists no safe level for 
asbe�os . 
· 
Also at the meeting, Layzell will 
recommend that the BOG ap­
propriation bill be introduced to the 
General Assembly at the level proposed 
by the IBHE-. If approved, Eastern will 
receive $38 million out of the $171 
million BOG budget . 
Eastern's other requests include: 
•a $125 ,000 request for new roofing 
on Thomas and Taylor Halls. Both 
roofs ,  each nearly 20 years old, are 
leaking and are proposed to be con­
structed by a Mattoon firtll . 
•a new heating, ventilating and air 
conditioning system for a· section of 
Blair Hall costing $22,866. 
•new computer equipment to be in­
stalled in Taylor Hall and Housing of­
fice costing $2 1 ,925 . 
•forty-three clothes dryers to replace 
old dryers in residence halls at a cost of 
$ 1 4,706 . 
•the resurfacing and repair of 
asphalt parking 19ts near Carman and 
Lawson halls costing $16,368 .  
riculture industry focus of bitter debate 
a farmers cite interest rates, dollar strength, weather as culprits 
McDermott 
once was the na.tion's most 
1n profession has become one of 
,t controversies . The reason? 
seasons of drought, high in-
1tes and a strong dollar over­
·ording to several area farmers .  
hit everyone,'' said Steve 
, a Charleston farmer. "It 's  
·adual thing, and its coming to 
1ow." 
the federal farm program was 
1nted 52 years ago. taxpayers 
:ked farmers' bank loans , 
subsidies and paid farmers 
produce in order to keep prices 
Since 1 98 1  alone, almost $53 
have been spent by the govern­
keep the market profitable. 
'CD at government-supported 
farms are failing. Farmers' 
its have risen from roughly $80 
years ago to more than $220 
.ay, according to published 
1gh foreclosures on farms 
been common place in Coles 
, they have occurred, and more 
:ted, according to a bank 
, loan officer for the First 
Bank in Mattoon, said, 
were some (farm foroclosures) 
last year, and chances -are there will be 
some this year, ' '  Behm said, noting 
that much of the reason is a " highly 
unusual" number of drought 
seasons-three since 1 980. 
"One ·thing we've got no control 
over is interest rates, "  he added. "The 
interest rates for this area are 
historically high. They (farmers) have 
got to take a realistic approach to 
what's  happening and try and salvage 
what they can . "  
Meanwhile, the high value _of the 
dollar as compared to foreign currency 
is making overseas buyers look to 
other, less expensive agriculture­
producing nations for their food. 
Add to tl}.at the · Reagan ad­
ministration's proposal.that the gover­
nment pull out of the industry, and, 
area farmers maintain, the result is an 
, even more pessimistic outlook for the 
'. f�mindustry. 
" In a way, it may be good (for the 
government) to pull out. But-it's kind 
of an odd time," Swango said. 
"They've had their fingers in 
everything: Everything they do and say 
affects agriculture. I don't know how, 
after 50 years, they can say, 'we're get­
ting out.' 
According to a deluge of national 
media reports on the subject, swanao•s 
'' ded. "Things aren't good right now . "  
Profits are almost nil. 
Charleston farmer Max Winkler said 
he is also torn between his politics and 
his profits .  "Philosophically, yes, it 
sounds like the greatest thing in the 
world, " Winkler said of. Reagan's 
proposal to set the farmers free. 
We're barely recovering the 
"Personally, I don't  really like 
(government) subsidies . But if they're 
going to get out, they should get out 
gradually, "  he said . 
"Profits are almost nil. We're barely· 
recovering the cost of our investments , 
and we've lost so much of our export 
-Max Winkler market due to ·the strong dollar (over­seas), "  Winkler added. 
Charleston farmer Tom Stoutenborough, agricultural 
adviser for the Coles County Farm Ex­
tension Service, agreed that Reagan's 
_cost of our investments, and 
we've lost so much of our 
export market due tQ the 
strong dollar (overseas). 
' ' �roposal comes at a particularly bad ----------.. time. 
Citing the strong dollar, high interest 
opinion is a very common one. And rates and crop failures due to weather, 
locally, at least, it's an opinion that · Stoutenborough said a government 
crosses all political lines. withdrawal from the industry would 
"Don't  get me wrong," said Mike "pull the last rug out . "  
Litteken, a Westfield farmer. " I  voted · "This is not necessarily the right 
for Ronald Reagan, and I'd vote for time for the government to get out of 
him again. But with droughts and agriculture, "  he said. "A majority of 
double-digit interest rates .. .it's tough. farmer:s are involved in the farm 
"Our commodity prices are so low program in one way or . another. In 
and our interest rates so high and our many cases, it's  the difference between 
4oUar value IO hielt elJroed," be .... (Sei-AQIUCULTUllE, pqe 7) 
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Thatcher talks to Congres 
Mayor bugged; inquest ordered 
CHICAGO-A grand jury investigation was ordered 
Wednesday into the secret taping of a conversation in which 
·Mayor Harold Washington reportedly offered an alder­
manic candidate a better·city job if he dropped out .of the 
race. 
Meanwhile, James t'Skip" Burrell , who acknowledged 
Tuesday night that he taped his meeting with Washington, 
apologized in a statement for any embarrassment he might 
have caused the mayor or ·Alderman Dorothy Tillman, 
whom he is trying to unseat . 
Cook County State's Attorney Richard M.  Daley said he 
ordered an immediate grand jury probe into "allegations of 
illegal taping" by Burrell , one of eight candidates opposing 
Mrs. Tillman, Washington's choice, in next week' s  special 
election. 
Israelis search village; two slain 
BEIRUT, Lebanon-Israeli soldiers backed by armored 
units stormed a village i:i southern Lebanon on. Wednesday 
and rounded up 200 guerrilla suspects, a U.N.  spokesman 
said. Israeli military sources said soldiers killed two armed 
men who shot at the soldiers . 
-
WASHINGTON (AP)-Amid extraordinary 
security precautions, British Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher cautioned Congress on Wed­
nesday that the Soviet Union will attempt to 
· divide the West during nuclear arms control talks 
and warned "we should not expect too much too 
soon" from the negotiations. 
Echoing a theme sounded by President 
Reagan, Mrs. Thatcher said, "Let us be under no 
illusions : It is our strength and not their goodwill 
that has brought the Soviet Union to the 
negotiating table in Geneva. ". 
Mrs . Thatcher was the first British prime 
minister to address a joint meeting of the House 
and Senate since Winston Churchill did so on 
Jan. 1 7 ,  1 952. After her speech, which was in­
terrupted 24 times by applause, she went to the 
White House to confer with Reagan on arms 
control , America's  huge budget deficit and the 
soaring U . S .  dollar. 
The ornate House chamber was packed by 
members of the Senate and House, assembled in 
a joint meeting, and members of the Cabinet and 
diplomatic corps. Behind her sat Vice President . 
George Bush and House Speaker Thomas P .  
O'Neill Jr. , D-Mass. 
On the streets outside, an estimated 500 
demonstrators shouted, "IRA-All the 
and "Maggie, Maggie, Maggie-Out, out, 
Some carried signs reading, "Victory 
IRA" and "IRA Freedom Fighters."  
Armed security police, posted 1 0  fee 
lined the streets around the Capitol. 
Insi9e the building, Mrs . Thatcher den 
the Irish Republican Army as "the en 
democracy and of freedom, too ."  She 
and Irish Prime Minister Garret Fitz 
united in seeking a political solution 
problems of Northern Ireland. 
Urging Americans not to give financ' 
the IRA, she said the money "is used to 
deaths of Irishmen, north and south of 
der . "  
Reiterating her support o f  U.S .  resear 
"Star Wai:s" shield in space against 
weapons, the prime minister said, "The 
States must not fall behind the work · 
by the Soviet Union. "  
Even so , a British official who ace 
Mrs . Thatcher, speaking only on con · 
not be identified, said Mrs . Thatcher " 
clear distinction" between research an 
deployment , and feels that deployment 
subject to negotiations with Moscow. Lebanese state radio and sources in southern Lebanon 
said the Israelis entered the town of Bazouriyeh, five miles 
east of Tyre, at 7 a.m. They said the soldiers were still in the 
town at sundown, and that occasional bursts of machine gun and rifle fire could.be heard. Farm aid bill nears after filibuster 
However, an Israeli military spokesman in Tel Aviv said 
the operation began at 10 a.m. and lasted only four hours. 
. United, pilots on crash course 
CHICAGO-The airline pilots union, citing more than a 
year of " fruitless" contract negotiati�ns with !Jni�ed 
Airlines, said Wednesday it has opened stnke offices m nm.e 
cities across the country . . 
The 34,000-member Air Line Pilots Association and 
Chicago-based United have been negotiating a new contract 
since January 1 984. The talks have been under federal 
mediation since last June. 
"We've been negotiating for 1 3  months and we're not any 
closer than we were when we started," said Roger Hall , 
chief of the union's United branch. "We have to be ready 
for a shutdown ."  
WASHINGTON (AP)-Farm-state senators 
said late Wednesday they were near agreement 
on a liberalized credit aid package for financially 
distressed farmers, an issue which had prompted 
a day-long filibuster. 
Senate Democrats who instigated the 
parliamentary delaying action said they had 
made progress in getting the Reagan ad­
ministration to promise administrative action to 
free up more.loan guarantee money for farmers 
faced with trouble obtaining loans for spring 
planting. 
" I  think we're finding out our differences 
aren't  really that great , "  said Senate Majority 
Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan . ,  who earlier in the 
day had denounced the filibuster as '\black-
mail . "  Another meeting was scheduled fl 
sday. 
At the same time, a House appropriati 
committee began pushing on a fast tr 
making available an additional $1 billion 
loan guarantees and providing money fl 
Farmers Home Administration per 
process loan paperwork . -
Chairman Rep. Jamie Whitten, 
called the measure "a holding action" 
keep farmers' from sliding into bankru 
full committee was scheduled to consid 
Thursday, and the House Agriculture C 
was to take up even stronger legi 
Democrats wielded their newly found 
weapon. 
Mother given 6 years for cruelty 
BELLEVILLE-A judge sentenced an East St . Louis 
woman to six years in jail for cruelty because her conduct 
went "far beyond the bounds that are -tolerated in this 
society. " 
Consumer spending , income ris 
Virginia Williams, 32, broke down in sobs when Associate 
Judge Richard A. Hudlin IV of St .  Clair County announced 
the sentence Tuesday. She was also fined $300. _ 
Eleven of Ms. Williams' children died in a 1 98 1  house fire 
while she was out with a boyfriend. -Another child, who was 
13 at the time, was visiting relatives in Mississippi when the 
fire broke out . 
TheDaily , · 
Eastern News 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Personal income and 
consumer spending both climbed a notch last 
month in a modest gain that analysts said 
followed an emerging pattern of steady economic 
growt h and low inflation. 
· 
The January statistics released Tuesday did lit ­
tle to excite private economists either toward new 
optimism or pessimism-in part because they 
were more or less in the range anticipated and 
also because both were heavily influenced by 
several one-time developments .  
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On the spending side, it was January 's 
cold weat her, which showed up in hi 
ding for utility bills and gave impetu 
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"If Wall Street is looking for moder 
wit h  low inflation, these numbers su 
expectation," said Sandra Shaber. 
economist at Chase Econometrics in 
wyd, Pa. · 
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door sports are becoming more popular as the warm weather ap­
,es. These two Eastern students play a few games of one-on-one on 
rman Hall basketball courts Wednesday afternoon. (News photo by 
.ottke) 
12 seek director post 
Admissions search takes shape 
by Pam Lill 
Twelve ·applicants have applied for 
the 'position of Eastern's Director of 
Admissions prior to the application 
cutoff date last Friday. 
The position became available when 
former Admissions Director John 
· Beacon resigned to accept a similar 
position at Oklahoma State University 
in Stillwater, Oki. Pamela Hadwiger, 
an admissions counselor at Eastern sin­
ce 1 974, is serving as acting director. 
Jane Lasky, spokesperson for search 
committee chairman Wilson Luquire, 
said the · position was advertised from 
early December through February in 
such publications as the Chronicle of 
Higher Education and the University 
News Letter. 
Lasky said interviews will �egin 
sometime in March, although no 
· definite schedule has been announced. 
A target date of April l, 1 985 has 
been designated as the starting date for 
the new director. 
Qualifications listed in the Chronicle 
of Higher Education include a master's  
degree with some "additional work 
preferred. ' '  The applicants must also 
have a "minimum of five years of ad­
missions or admissions-related ex­
perience at a university of comparable 
size ,"  Lasky said. 
- "Strong writing and speaking skills" 
as well as "an understanding of com­
puter applicaHons" is also required of 
applicants, she noted. 
· Although no special effort has been 
made with regard to women and 
minorities, Lasky said, "We are an 
equal opportunity employer. "  
The final decision will b e  made by 
Eastern President Stanley Rives with 
the advice of Glenn Williams, vice 
president for student affairs . 
East-Central counties unite· 
Officials still. eye Saturn 
CHAMPAIGN (AP)-Officials of 
nine counties in east-central Illinois 
will take a regional approach to at­
tracting a new General Motors plant. 
"There is strong agreement that we 
work together ,"  said state Rep. Harry 
"Babe" Woodyard, R-Chrisman, who 
met Wednesday with officials from 
eight of the counties . "No one single 
county or c�mmunity in this area could 
host that plant . "  
GM i s  looking for a home for its new 
Saturn facility, which could employ 
6,000 people in the production of a 
new automobile line, plus thousands 
more workers at satellite facilities . 
Woodyard said state officials believe 
GM will narrow its list to Illinois and 
two or three other states in the next few 
weeks . 
He said officials from each com­
munity agreed that if their town were 
eliminated they would support the 
remaining communities with the best · 
chance o{getting the facility. 
Charleston Finance Commissioner 
John Beusch and a Mattoon Chamber 
of Commerce representative attended 
the meeting. However, neither were 
available for comment late Wed­
nesday. 
Jack Nichols, president of the Dan­
ville Area Economic Development 
Corp. , said most attending the meeting 
favored the regional approach because 
of concern about the impact of such a 
large complex on the resources of a 
single community . 
He said five locations in east-central 
Illinois will be offered to GM, but he 
would not identify them. 
About 30 people-legislators ,  
mayors , county board members, and 
e c o n o m i c  d e v e l opm e n t  of­
ficials-attended the meeting at 
Parkland College . 
They were from Champaign, Ford, 
Vermilion, Douglas, Edgar, Clark, 
Coles and Cumberland counties . Of­
ficials from Iroquois County also have 
agreed to participate in the regional ef­
fort but could not attend the meeting. 
yoral candidate Durham states goals, to senate 
McDermott 
leston mayoral candidate Olga 
told Eastern's Student Senate 
ay that better city-campus 
would be one of her top 
if elected . 
, �ho is currently public 
d safety commissioner, spoke 
regular senate meeting in the 
The event was arranged by her 
1pus campaign organization. 
ting her previous emphasis on 
and economic development, 
noted that any gains in the 
economy will affect Eastern 
1nomic) improvements do need 
de, and those improvements 
fit students as well ,"  Durham 
'As our businesses are closing 
restricts the number of places 
go to purchase things and hold 
i." 
said the conflicts between 
"dents and students could be 
if students took a more active 
city government, and she en­
students to vote in Tuesday's 
municipal elections . 
.ents are given a lot of gr�ef by 
pie sometimes, who say that 
so-called 'temporary residen­
,e said, adding that students 
should use their vote to get a better 
voice in local issues . "You have friends 
and roommates-if you can ask them 
to vote, I won't even ask that you ask 
them to vote for me. "  
Durham also called for a n  in­
dependent liquor commission to 
periodically review city liquor licen­
sees . Durham said the commission 
would consist of business people, bar 
owners and an over-all cross-section of 
citizens. 
In response to a question from a 
senator, Durham said it would be 
possible for one of those commission 
members to be an Eastern student. 
In Tuesday's election, Durham will 
go up against current Mayor dancy 
Pfeiffer, former policeman Jack Tur­
ner and Murray Choate, associate 
director of admissions at Eastern .  
The address was arranged by the 
Olga Durham for Mayor Committee, 
an o n - c a m p u s  cam p a i g n i n g  
organization. None o f  the other 
mayoral candidates were invited to 
speak. 
However, both Pfeiffer and Turner 
said Thursday they were not upset by 
that fact, since it was Durham's cam­
paign committee and not the Senate 
which set up the event.  Choate could 
not be reached for comment Thursday 
afternoon. 
In other business, the Senate 
discussed the possibility -of appointing 
student registrars for the April 2 
municipal elections. 
Senate Speaker Ron Wesel said the 
Coles County Clerk 's office refused to 
train students to register voters o 
campus because the election is so close. 
However, Wesel said the Senat 
would make an effort to get the te 
student registrars from last year' 
national elections re-appointed. Th 
deadline for registration is March 4. 
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Cuts in loans 
force students 
to save or leave 
Besides the usual academic challenges 
students face, 1985 will most likely 
generate a different kind of test many may 
fail: paying one's way through college. 
Last week, the Il l inois State Scholarship 
Commission announced its $1 09 million 
spring semester appropriation pool had 
Edit rl I gone dry because of, 0 a the large number of ap­
plicants. 
That fact came a month after an ISSC an­
nouncement that a change in eligibility for­
mulas has potential to force many students 
to fend for themselves. 
To compound problems even more, a 
congressjonal no-vote is all that stands bet­
ween students and President Reagan's 
proposed budget cuts of federally sub­
sidized student loans. Federal cuts would 
affect over two million students. 
While Eastern has apparently been unable 
to calculate the cuts' effects, it does not 
take an analyst to figure out that the future 
fof some students is bleak. 
In light of the potentially devastating cuts, 
the Secretary of Education, William Ben­
nett, has been nothing but a team player 
who follows the orders of his chief, who not 
too long ago wished to abolish the cabinet 
post itself. 
But through the resurrected Department 
of Education, the government contends that 
the cuts will return the task of college 
payment to its "traditional" source, the 
student and parent. 
But that is bunk. The majority of loan 
money has traditionally gone to those 
families who were needy and without help 
were unable to pay for quality educations. 
The cuts will make the needy's plight worse. 
Though a time of prudence may seem 
reserved for emergencies, students who 
must finance their educations with college 
loans are in for emergencies. For those now 
enrolled, there is no time like now to begin 
cutting back on spending. 
It may mean fewer trips to the beach or 
. not as many groceries at the supermarket, 
but saving money has never been more im­
portant for students. 
Those who don't save now may be ship­
ped off. 
Your tum 
. Greeks discussro 
Editor: 
Due to the increasing concern 
and evaluation of student 
organizations by the Faculty 
Senate and the administration, it 
is our decision to write on behalf · 
of the greek system. · 
In addition to all the programs 
that have been part of our 
system, which range from in­
dividualized. chapter &cholarship 
programs to greek philanthropic 
projects, we are presently im­
plementing new programs which 
we feel will better the entire 
greek system. 
In the fall, we held a regional 
conference for all greeks in 
Illinois. At this conference, there 
were a wide variety of seminars 
which we could attend. These 
included leadership training, time 
management, study skills, 
alcohol awareness and goal set­
ting. This was very beneficial as 
it brought about many new ideas 
and changes in our greek 
system. 
This semester we have im­
plemented a greek academic 
proposal which is currently in  ef­
fect. This proposal has set stan­
dards which e�ch fraternity and 
sorority must follow. 
While sororities have a formal 
rush, fraternities are taking steps 
toward a drier rush in the fall. By 
taking the emphasis off alcohol 
during rush, we feel it will have 
less emphasis during the year 
and men will join for the 
brotherhood and learning ex­
perience we call fraternalism. 
In the near future, we see a 
new sorority and fraternity on 
Eastern's campus. We feel this 
expansion process will aid in get­
ting more interested individuals 
in something they want. 
Lastly, a big goal of the Inter­
Fraternity Council and 
Panhellenic executive boards is 
to have closer contact and bet­
ter relations with the senate and 
administration. We feel we are 
open to any suggestions and 
have much insight into what the 
greeks want. Obviously, we are 
looking out for the better interest 
of the greeks, just as the univer­
sity is looking out for the better 
interest of the students. 
-
Together, we feel we can make 
the greek system better than 
ever. 
Tim Mcintyre, IFC President 
Kerry PurceU, P a nhe l l enlc 
Council  Pres. 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News 
welcomes letters from any 
reader addressing issues relating 
to the campus community . 
The name and telephone num- · 
ber of at least one author must 
be submitted with each letter to 
the editor. 
· Only the first three names from 
letters containing more than 
three authors will be published 
unless further specified. 
Letters submitted without a 
name (or with a pseudonym) or 
without a telephone number or . 
Support request 
Editor: 
On Feb. 26,  the mayo 
primary will take place. We 
would like to encourage al 
registered students and 
to take time out to vote. 
We feel Olga Durham Is 
best candidate. If elected, 
plans to pursue business 
economic development, 
regular office hours for thtf 
mayor's office, and fonn a 
manent liqour advisory 
' Durham needs support 
the students on Feb. 26. 
willing to give her all to w 
the good of the university, 
well as the community as a 
whole. Please show your 
port and vote for Olga 
Donna Guzak 
Susan Sorel 
other means of verifying 
ships will not be publis 
Authorship of letters wll 
verified ·by telephone or b 
means otherwise specifiecf. 
the author prior· to publi 
Names will be withheld 
upon justifiable request. 
Letters should not exc 
250 words. Letters which 
ceed the 2 50-word limit 
edited to standards with 
permission. 
Endorsement letters wiU 
published on election da 
Temperatures rise because of stories 
I hate weather. 
I don't mean today's weather, necessarily, or 
yesterday's or last Tuesday's. No, I hate weather in 
the most general sense-I loath the very concept of 
it, and with good reason. 
This newspaper, like most others, has an utterly 
degrading policy of forcing defenseless reporters to 
come up with revealing, insightful essays based 
solely on thermometer readings. I am referring, of 
course, to weather stories. 
You've read them, although you probably don't 
remember them. No one does. They're a collection 
of very forgettable temperatur:e readings, snowfall 
estimates and quotes from weather people. 
Weather stories usually rear their ugly heads 
during hot summers, cold winters, rainy springs arid 
any other seasons which contain weather. A cutesy· 
photo of some kid shoveling a sidewalk always ac­
companies them, and often, some vandalistic artist 
draws tacky little snowcaps on the headline. 
But the agony of reading a weather story is nothing 
compared to the torture of writing one. As The Daily 
Eastern News' unofficial "weather editor," this has 
been a particularly traumatic dilemma for me. 
Every time the mercury quivers, my editor, Dave, 
who is normally a fairly rational guy, trap� me in the 
nearest corner and sneers, "Well, Kev, it's weather 
story time!'' 
And it's not just Dave. It's everyone-all the way up 
to Maureen, our editor in chief. No matter how 
psychotic Dave is acting about his latest weather 
binge, Maureen will invariably take his side and 
refuse to l isten to reason. The News is in the clut­
ches of a weather-story conspiracy if I ever saw one. 
Unfortunately, this situation is typical at any 
newspaper. Only once have I seen an editor's 
weather obsession backfire on him, and I cannot 
imagine a more satisfying experience. 
It happened last summer, while I was working at a 
small newspaper in the area. One editor, whom I will 
refer to as Jack, fit the classic role perfectly: an in­
telligent, rational journalist who turned into a bab­
bling, ''barometric" idiot every time the weather vane 
moved. 
That summer, Jack's weather obsession was the 
heat. I t  was hot, and he was bound and determined 
to make sure the readers didn't forget it for a minute. 
Jack's second biggest obsession was golfing. On-
·aehlnd the byllne: 
· KevinMcDe 
ce, as I was in the middle of writing my 
daily hot-weather story, Jack had a stroke 
Call the local golf courses, he said. See how 
is affecting them. 
· 
Once he convinced me he wasn't kiddin 
the calls. The golf course managers­
didn't hang up on me-made it very clear 
thought I was some kind of meteorological 
"No, the grass is not dying," they patiently 
"No, our water supply is fine. No, no golf 
fainted from the heat. What newspaper did 
you were with?" 
The weather story ran, golf course react' 
and it was the funniest, most useless arti 
in the newsroom had ever read . 
From then on, everyone on the staff del 
tormenting Jack .about golf courses and 
Every time Jack assigned· a story-be it 
board meeting, a political event or a con 
trial-the reporters never failed to sarcas 
whether he would like them to take a SOUf 
perature and get some in-depth golf course 
The ribbing quickly reached an intoler 
and it got to the point where Jack was r 
assign any stories at all, let alone weath.,,­
Defeated and humil iated, Jack packed up 
mometers and golf clubs and left town. Id 
word one about the weather for the last 
worked there. ' 
But victories l ike that are rare; so, I'm 
pecting another one any time soon. 
The next time the wind blows or the grass 
know Dave will get that crazed weather-I 
eyes, and I know I will head straight for the 
to try to find someone-anyone-who 
something interesting about the weather. 
But maybe, someday soon, I'll just slip a 
course reaction into one of those hideous 
worked once, right? 
-Kevin McDermott is the city editor a 
weather reporter for The Daily Eastern Newt 
f ol budget 
UB accounts 
roved by-AB 
Landers 
Apportionment Board 
1tion only half over, the Univer­
'd's 1 985-86 budget is already 
ahead of last year's budget . 
1gh UB will receive an increase 
year's budget , AB chairman 
Walker said it will not be the 
extra originally requested. 
1te of inflation does not justify 
�f increase the UB has asked · 
.ker said. "They (UB) will get 
but not at the rate they an­
," she added . 
will deliberate the remaining 
accounts at 7 p.m. Thursday 
Union addition Arcola-Tuscola 
In deliberation, 1 the board 
where and if the proposed 
may be trimmed. 
eight accounts to be discussed 
ivies, main stage, graphics, 
events ,  human potential , sum­
irograms, general costs and 
ming, Walker said. 
1ther business,  the AB 1 985-86 
will be presented to the board . 
dget is comprised of two pages 
fixed costs so there "probably 
ln't · be any deliberation, ' '  
said . 
wi l l  not meet ; 
of agenda items 
Council on Academic Affairs 
101 be holding its · regularly 
led meeting Thursday, CAA 
n Ron Wohlstein said . 
k of agenda items caused the 
.tion, and a meeting next week 
1incide wit h  agenda topics , he 
Thursday, February 2 1 ,  1 98 5 5 
Anti-nuclear movement 
. Fuss over ban puzzles prime minister 
WELLINGTON, New Zealand (AP)-David Lange, New 
Zealand's prime minister, says he's puzzled by the · fuss 
caused by the South Pacific country's ban against visits by 
U.S.  nuclear warships .  
Although the stand has made him a hero of the in­
ternational anti-nuclear movement. Lange says he's  not very · 
comfortable with that image. New Zealand, he says., wants 
to be an ally of the United States, even though it is the first 
friendly country to ban U.S .  warships. 
"We are not proselytizers for this position, ' '  he said. 
"We are talking about New Zealand. We have a peculiarly 
remote location, and we have a zone in the Pacific . . .  which 
is substantially a de facto nuclear-free zone. " 
The United States routinely refuses to confirm or deny 
whether ·particular ships arc �ng nuclear weapons. As a 
result, the new policy of LaDge's government. has caused a 
major rift in the 34-year-old, joint dcf ense alliance of 
Australia, New Zealand $Dd the United States that is known 
as ANZUS. 
U.S. Secretary of State George Shultz warned Congress 
on Tuesday not to overreact by voting to ban imports of 
New Zealand lamb and other products. 
Lange, who at 42 is New Zealand's youngest prime 
minister, said he accepts that the United States will not say 
whether its ships carry nuclear weapons . The United States, 
he said must also accept New Zealand's refusal to host U.S .  
nuclear-armed warships. ' 
Lange said he will stop overnight in Los Angeles next 
week on his way to Great Britain. He said he would meet 
with U.S.  officials to reassure them that the ban does not 
mean the end of New Zealand's relationship as a U.S.  ally. 
In Washington, the State Department said Wednesday 
that William Brown, assistant deputy secretary of state, 
would meet with Lange. 
Opinion polls in New Zealand support Lange by a large 
margin. His countrymen, who elected his Labor Party last 
July after nine Years of conservative rule by Sir Robert 
Muldoon, express quiet pride in his rejection of U.S. and 
Australian pressures for a compromise . 
· 
New Zealanders, who number only 3 .2 million, are used to 
being underdogs. They are tough, stubborn and competitive 
in sports, sciepce and the arts . . 
Their island country, located 1 ,  1 80 miles east of 
Australia, has 223 mountains over 7 ,545 feet high and deep 
glacier-fed lakes. 
Sir Edmund Hillary who, with Sheroa Tenzing Norkay, 
was the first to climb Mount Everest is one of New 
Zealand's  heros . So is Nobel Prize winner Ernest Ruther­
foed, who was among the first nuclear scientists .  
John Walker, Olympic gold medal winner who on  Sunday 
became the first man to run the mile 1 00  times in less than 
four minutes , is one of New Zealand's · many legendary 
athletes . 
Student loan eligi b il ity tested �Reagan 
PEORIA (AP)-Nearly one-fifth of 
the students at President Reagan' s  
alma mater would fail h i s  proposed test 
of eligibility for federally backed 
loans,  an executive of t he the college 
said Wednesday. 
In his budget plan for fiscal 1 986, 
unveiled two weeks ago , the  
Republican president-a 1 932 graduate 
of nearby Eureka College-suggested 
ending the guaranteed loans for 
students from families with incomes 
above $32,500 a year. 
Parents  of some of the 84 Eureka 
College students who would be af­
fected by the proposal likely could not 
afford the private school without 
loans , said George Hearne, executive 
vice president of the tiny liberal arts 
school about 17 miles east of Peoria . 
"That could have a serious impact " 
on the college's  financial health ,  Hear­
ne said, adding that school trustees 
were "nervous" about Reagan•s plan 
to trim some federal spending by 
tightening eligibility for the Federal 
Guaranteed.Student Loan program . 
Even if Congress rejects the 
president ' s  blueprint, Hearne and of­
ficials of other private Illinois colleges 
are concerned they may lose some 
students due to parental concern about 
costs .  
Reagan' s  proposal promoted howls 
of protest from higher education, 
especially private colleges where tuition 
is higher and makes up a larger share 
of total school income. 
.In defending the proposed college­
aid cuts,  new U . S .  Education Secretary 
William J .  Bennett last week said the 
outcry "has been way out of line . "  
Bennett said some students would 
"have to undergo a divestiture of cer­
t a i n  s o rt s :  s tereo divest i ture,  
automobile divestiture, three-weeks-at­
the-beach divestiture . ' '  
,tern wi ns a n n ual  mock tria l 1'12 W� MACOMB, IL dlMMv�HN's� . •  , Webb 
·al members of 
'
the Pre-Law 
recently gained victory when 
won the First Annual In­
'.ate Mock Trial Competition 
·ed by Drake University Law 
in Des Moines, Iowa. 
Eastern teams participated in 
1turday's · competition, Bob 
, a graduate student in political 
and a member of team one, 
two gained the crown by 
Central College of Iowa after 
1g Loras College of Iowa and · 
Team one, which had 
iy beaten Drake, finished 
after being defeated by the 
1ity of Iowa, Fielder said . 
two was the only team in the 
'1tion to win its client's legal 
favor of the plaintiff, senior 
Shepley, a political science 
id a member of team two, said 
in the competition argued 
1othetical case of sexual 
1tion from both the plain­
defendant's side of the case, 
said the teams were 
on proving their client's legal. 
id performing in support of 
.ments. 
1rmance was a controlling fac­
ie judging of the teams, Shepley 
said. If a team lost on the issue, it 
could still win based on performance, · 
he said . 
Fielder added that the judges, who 
evaluated in groups of three for one 
round each, were m6stly lawyers from 
the Des Moines area, but several Drake 
law professors also participated. 
Greg Wojcik, a senior in political 
science and a member of team one, 
said pre-law adviser Peter Leigh was 
the adviser for the two teams. Wojcik 
added that Leigh picked the par-
ticipants from th� Pre-Law Club. 
· 
The members of team two included 
seniors Mark Hicks, Rose Colalino, 
Dan Sprehe, Kim Sawyer and Aaron 
Shepley, as well as junior John Shrock. 
Team one members included Fielder, 
seniors Greg Wojcik , Dave Falter, 
Tony May and Pat Carey, in addition 
to junior Monique Wassenaar. 
Fielder added that all team mem­
bers, with the exceptions of Hicks and 
Wassenaar, who are in business and 
journalism respectively, are political 
science majors . 
Other teams in . the competition, 
Fielder said, were the University of 
Illinois, Augustana College and Buena 
Vista College in Iowa. Northwestern ' 
University, Cornell College and Rock­
ford College were invited but did not 
show up, he added. 
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KING OF BEE RS ®  
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
Valetta Strickland . . .  
(Chicago/South Shore) , 
broke the school record in 
the shot put with a toss of 
4 7 - 1 1 o/4 in the Redbird In­
vitational . 
Claude.Magee . . .  
(Clermont , FL) , senior 
sprinter for the track team, 
won the 60 and 440 yd. 
dashes and the long jump, 
and finished second in the 
300 yd . dash in Saturday's 
EIU quadrangular . 
· 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY BOARD 
presents 
CRAZY DAZE '85 
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 27 
Owen Cooper, �oving Guitarist 
Egg Rolls & Wontons 
Creative Clowns 
David Gruenbaum,  Pianist 
Original King Kong 
Coretta Scott King 
1 1-4 
1 1-3 
1 1-3 
1 1-3 
4 pm 
8 pm 
Bookstore Lounge 
Bookstore Lounge 
Bridge Lounge 
Grand Ballroom 
Grand Ballroom 
THURSDAY, FEB. 28 
Have your name written 
in Chinese 
Computer Portrait 
Egg Rolls & Wontons 
King Kong 
Chinese Magic Revue 
1 1-3 Bookstore Lounge 
1 1-4 Bridge Lounge 
1 1-5 Bookstore Lounge 
4 pm Grand Ballroom 
8 pm 1 Dvorak Hall 
··�-
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'Ying Fido 
· r Bill Swanson plays fetch with his dog , Thor, in the North Quad . ( Photo 
Kottke) 
�a P�h.i Orne_ga beg i ns 
per ·recycl i ng service 
1ie Pippitt 
mbat wastefulness which could 
1ided, the service fraternity 
Phi Omega has begun a 
r recycling service. 
1ins, which APO hopes will help 
get more interest in recycling, 
1ted behind Buzzard Education 
and the Student Services 
. Curre-ntly, only newspapers 
:pted for recycling, but , APO 
:y chairman Dan Ziccarelli said, 
to try and start can recycling . ' '  
g h  APO has previously had 
t in recycling, Ziccarelli said 
not get as niuch recycling done 
.d hoped for. 
·ecycling project was restarted 
"the need is there for the 
of old paperl', "  APO 
Dave Bryden said, adding 
students had asked about the 
and that it does · bring in 
ulture_trom page· 1 
ney and breaking even. "  
h Winkler said Iowa and 
-belt states are "definitely 
more than Illinois, "  farm 
told the Illinois House 
·e Committee this week that 
ers are "perched on the · ' .disaster. ' '  
E magazine story this mon­
:et Director Oavid Stockman 
up the administration's  
by  saying that he did not 
payers should re-pay "bad 
was willingly incurred by con­
adults who went out and 
armland when the price was 
and thought that they could 
The income is received from the. 
S&W Material Recycling Co. ,  at N.  
10th and Poplar streets . The revenue is  
donated to the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts 
and to APO to continue their public 
service, Ziccarelli said . 
, Ziccarelli received permission from 
Housing Director Lou Hencken and 
the Residence Hall Association to put 
bags or boxes on every residence hall 
floor. One person from the floor 
would be in charge of the boxes and 
would contact Ziccarelli when the 
boxes were full, he said. 
Ziccarelli offered these suggestions 
for recycling: 
•put papers in bags or tie them . 
•if recycling cans, please rinse them 
out and smash them. 
PROGRESSIVE · 
PITCHERS 
$1 8-9 pm 
increasing sot 
by the houri 
Better ROTC benefits 
i n crease enrol lment 
by Lori Davis them, Miller said . 
The military apathy experienced by The ROTC program will also pay for . 
the United States in the early 1 970s has tuition and lab fees for ROTC students 
changed and its many benefits have led attending col�e, Miller said . 
lo an upswing in registration for . The ROTti;asic program takes two Eastern's  Reserve Officer Training years to complete and the purpose, 
Corps. Miller said, is to teach leadership skills, 
Since inception in  May 1 982, the officer responsibilities and duty 
ROTC has grown considerably, from obligations . 
J 2  to about 1 60 people, Capt . Jim If people begin basic training their 
Miller said . Anyone who is a U.S .  freshmen year, they may receive a 
citizen can join ROTC and most people degree in military science; otherwise, 
join ROTC for its many benefits ,  he they can take military science classes in 
added. addition to their majors, he said. 
One major benefit is scholarships . In If a student decides to move to ad­
order to apply for a scholarship you vanced training for another two years, 
must be a U.S .  citizen, have good he can go t.o advanced camp between 
moral �tanding with no criminal record his j unior and senior years for an ad­
and have a 2 .5  or above .grade point ditional five hours credit .  
average, h e  said . "After the ROTC you have three op-
Two, three, or . four year · scholar- tions : you can go into the IUinois 
ships are available, Miller noted. Over National Guard, active duty in the ar-
800 federal scholarships are offered my or the army reserve, "  Miller said . 
and 1 2  'Eastern students have received If a student goes into the civilian job 
them, he added. market after college, he spends just one 
In addition, 1 0  Eastern students who weekend a month and two weekends a 
attended basic training camp applied summer working for the army, Miller 
for federal scholarships and received said. 
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7:00 & 9:20 � 7:1 O a nd 9:1 O 
THE LITTLES 5:1 5 
S2 ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 P. M. DAI LY 
LAST 
NITE! MISCHIEF 
DUDLEY 
MOORE 
AMY 
IRVING 
ANN 
REI NKING 
Micki U Maude 
COLl.MBIA PICTURES !PCHJj 
STARTS FRIDAY 5:00 • 7:1 0•  9:20 
eft e\�'e,���1\.. •6 DA l lY 
R 
7:00 
YOU'VE GOT TO MOVE 
FAST " LAST NITE" 
FORWA R D !ml 
They broke the rules. 
THE BREAKFAST 
EDDIE MURPHY 
BEVERCf AAJl.J.. 
5:00 & 7:1 5 
CLUB � 
5:1 0 & 7:1 0 . 
HllJ-«; V-/-� 
5:05 & 7:05 
4 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
for: Best Actress, Cinematography, Org. Score &_Sou�d 
AN EPIC LOVE STORY OF TODAY 
SISSY SPACEK MEL GIBSON 
. u.Z/rf!.7<f t111r � 
DOLBY . 
STEREO 4:45 • 7:1 5 • 9:35 
'Simi? tll1; Cl()§§lf11;cl Acl§ ] 
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$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $  $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ _$ $ $ $  
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X::PA450 22 VA ITS 
$ 1 29 
$ 1 39 
$ 1 89 A L L  P I ONEER CAR SPEAKER S 3 0 - 5 0 %  O FF 
$ $ $
$
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
$
$ $ $ $ $
$ $ $ $ $ $ $
$
$
$
$ $
$
$ $ $ $ $ $
$
$
$ $
$ $ $ $  
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$88 
-
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SG-540 7 BA•D EQ 
CT-20 TVO llOTOR 
$ 1 1 9  $2 1 9  
_ Thursday, February 2 1 , 1 985 9 
345-6818 
405 Lincoln Ave • •  Charleston 
(Iii University VIiiage) 
maxell ®  &TDK® FL·OPPYS 
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S I X  PACKS 
.S i o· .ae 
$ 1 1 .88  . 
$ 1 8 a 88  
S 1 1 aae  
S . .i .e �a e  
S KC M D 1 d  
$ 1  .99 
MAIELL 
CROWN . s All Fii CASS . 3 8  $2 .88 
. .  _ .,  ::..:... o GJ ill ' � ,;(f-\ rr l  " .· . ,  ··· ·---- · �, ··� . ·� �""''�"><:!v...,. • 
RRDBR DETECT O R S  $98 A .R D  UP . � . 
Panasonic 
1 9 · COLOR 
$ 2 7·9 
FREE D E· C K I N STA L L A T I O N  I 
S O NY i J.R 1d: D S 7  CA.2.S 
X R - 40 A UTO R EV E RS E  $ 1 89 M US I C  S E A RC H ,  FA D E R ,  EQ 
_ 
X R - 3 0  A UTO R EV E RS E  s I 6 g P R E - O UT .. 'M US I C  S EA.RC H .. F A D E R  
l[fRl!ll XR - 20 A UT O  R EV E RS E  s 1 19 ��!!·!!!!!!!I! SYST E M  Ht , M I  H I . 6 W + 6 W POW E R  
IS-69 1 J VAY 
$88 
Pt0 i:UE 320 •t0 i.17E 120 pt' i.T/E 100 pt' i.17E 70 
SALE ERDS IEB 28 I ,  SALE ERDS FEB 28 
Thursday's 
Classified ads 1 O February 2 1 , 1 98 5 
Report erron lmmed .. tely 8t 111·2112. A oorNOt 
wlll eppeer In the nut edition. Un .... nollllld, 
cennot be reeponslble for en Incorrect ed .... ... 
at Insertion. Deedllne 2 p.m. prewloua d9y. 
- Thursday' s  
Digest 
Crossword TV 
·4:30 p.m. 
2-MASH 
1 0-People'a Court 
1 5,2o-Dltf'rent Strokes 
1 7-WKRP In Cincinnati -
38-Sanford mid Son 
4:31 p.m. 
5-Andy Griffith 
1:00 p.m. 
2,3, 1 o-Newa 
9, 1 5,2<>-Jefferaona . 
1 2-3·2·1 Contact 
1 7-People'a Court 
38-$ 1 00,000 Hane That 
Tune 
l:OI p.m. 
5-Bever1y Hlllbllllea 
1:30 p.m. 
2,3,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7  ,2o-News 
9-Allce 
1 2�1ghtty Bualness Report 
38-Let's Make a Deal 
1:35 p.m. 
5-Gomet Pyle, USMC 
9:00 p.m. 
2-Newlywed Game 
3, 1 5, 1 7 ,2o-News 
9-Bamey Miller 
1 0-Entertainment Tonight 
1 2-MacNell, Lehrer 
38-Famlly Feud 
1:01 p.m .• 
fraternity high Jinks In the 
early. '60s. John Belushi, Tim 
Matheaon. (2hrs. )  
1 0-Magnum,P. I .  
1 2-llllnois Press 
1 7-Movle: "Deedly 
Messages" spelled out on an 
Ouija board may hold the clue 
· to a killer and the mysterious 
past of a terrified woman 
(Kathleen Beller) in this 1 965 
TV-movie. 
7:01 p.m. 
�BA -Basketball: Los 
Angeles Lakers at Kansas 
City Kings 
· 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-F.-nHy Ties 
1 2�ew Tech· Times 
1:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 ,20-Cheers 
1 Q--Slmon & Simon . 
1 2.....Jacques Cousteau 
1:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5,2o-Night Court 
3-Slmon & Simon 
38-Three's Company 
1:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,2Q-Hill Street Blues 
3, 1 Q-Knots Landing 
9-News 
9-WKRP In Cincinnati 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twllight Zone 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2,  1 5,20-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-1.ove Boat 
1 0-Night Heat 
1 2-Latenlght America 
1 7-Entertalnment Tonight 
38-Nightllne 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hawail Flve-0 
1 7-Nlghtllne 
38-Eye on Hollywood 
· 1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5;20-Late Night With 
Devld Letterman 
9-Movle: "The Barbarian and 
the Geisha." ( 1 958) The 
story of Townsend Harris, the 
American consul general sent 
to Japan in 1 656 to Improve 
diplomatic relations. John 
Wayne. 
1 7-Bamey Miller 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
5-Uttte House on the Prairie 
1 2-Mysteryl 
1 7 ,38-20/20 
1 1 :40 p.m • .  
1 0-Movie: "Dead Wrong" 
(Canadian, 1 984) centers on 
a native fisherman (Winston 
Rekert) unknowlingly Involved 
in the transport of dope b8t· 
ween Colombia and Van-1:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-Wheel of Fortune 
3-College Basketball 
9-Benson 
1 o-Every Second Counts 
1 7-Three's Compmiy 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,2<>-Coaby Show 
9-Movle: "National Lam• 
poon's Animal House." 
( 1 978) Uninhibited slapstick 
f•ce centering on college-
ACROSS 
1 Census fig. 
5 Verb used with 
thou 
10 Tiff 
14 Showed up 
15 Our place 
H Singing group 
17 "- Three 
Lives " :  
Philbrick 
18 Brother, in 
Brest 
19 Prefix with 
drome or 
dynamics 
20 Cheese 
concoction 
22 City in 
Denmark · 
24 Too unusual . 
for words 
27 Go to bed 
28 Gaucho gear 
31 - Vegas 
34 Extinct bird 
35 "The -
Summer" : 
Kahn 
31 Expletive for -
Major Hoople 
38 Designer 
Oscar de la 
40 Alcohol 
additive 
41 Prevents 
43 Sea blrd 
45 Neither's 
partner 
48 Chilean port 
47 P.D.Q. 
49 Looking 
backward 
54 Kind of 
equation 
55 African 
mammals, for 
short 
541 Datum 
57 Electron tube 
60 Leave out 
61 Gem shape 
62 Table Bay is 
one 
couver. 
1:20 p.m. 
5-Movle: "Von Ryan's Ex· 
press. " ( 1 965) Frank Sinatra 
and Trevor How•d In a World 
War II adverture about the 
escape of 600 Allied POWs 
being moved from Italy to a 
Nazi prison camp. 
1:30 p.m. 
9-INN. News 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
5-Movle: "The Rose Tattoo." 
( 1 955) Fine version of Ten· 
nessee Williams' earthy play 
about Italians in Louisiana, 
with Anna Magnani In an elec· 
trifying Oscar-winning per­
formance. Burt Lancaster. 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7,2o-News 
Midnight · 
3-More Real People 
63 Store event 
84 Depend 
85 Curved 
moldings 
68 0gler 
DOWN 
1 Kind of film 
2 Claw 
3 Better 
4 Famed British 
air mar8hal 
5 Kin of 
apostates 
6 Shell item 
7 Prior, in 
poetry 
8 Type of · 
theatrical light 
9 Bara of silents 
10 British noble 
family 
11 Like some 
exhibition 
games 
12 River at Leeds 
13 As well 
21 Bought before 
23 River into the . 
Mediterranean 
25 Sally of space 
trips 
26 Laundry 
workers 
29 Stir 
30 At a distance 
31 Wife of 
Tyndareus 
32 Maturer 
33 Like 
"Candide" 
35 Small flags or 
. important 
knights 
37 In a proper : 
manner 
39 De ­
(superfluous) 
42 - of 
exchange 
See page 1 1  for answers 
44 Imprint 
47 Pre-exam 
activity 
48 Futile 
50 Medium for 
"The Answer 
Man" 
51 " Seven Days 
-, " 1964 film 
52 Sheer fabric 
53 Fragrant 
compound 
54 Wash 
58 "Tea ­
Two," 
Youmans song 
58 Matador's 
encourage­
ment 
59 Actor 
Billy ­
Williams 
a services Offered fkw. __ R
_
i
_
d
_
es
_
l
_
R
_
1
_
· d
_
e_rs 
Professional Resume and 
Typing Service. Resumes: high 
quality, typed and typeset. Ex· 
cellent packages available. 
Memory Typing Service: 
papers, cover letters, and 
much more. Also, self-service 
typing and self-service copies. 
It's All At PATTON QUIK PRINT 
in the new West Park . Plaza, 
622 W. Lincoln. 345·6331 . 
--------�00 
JOB HUNTING? Copy·X 
resumes get results! Fast ser­
vlc�ow prices. Close to 
campus at 207 Lincoln. 345· 
63 1 3. 
--------'--�00 
Babysitter! Experienced; has 
references. Call Maggie, 581 • 
2242. 
_________ 121 
Do you need your jeans hem· 
med? Do you need patches 
sewn on? Lose a button? 
Se.-nstress eager to mend mid 
sew. Call Maggie, 581 ·2242. 
________ 4,/27 
NEED TYPING: papers, let· 
ters; professional secretary. 
Call 345·9225-$1 .00 per 
page. 
________ 5/6 
STRIPOGRAMSI Male and 
female by Quick Kerny and Co. 
345·7848. 
________ 2/28 
') j,' fr � [e i Help Wanted 
, n, --------
OVERSEAS JOBS . . .  Sum· 
mer, yr. roµnd. Europe, S. 
Amer. , Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $900·2000 mo. Sight· 
seeing. Free info. Write IJC, 
PO Bx 52·1L·3 Corona Del 
Mar, CA 92625. 
________ 2/26 
EXCELLENT INCOME FOR 
HOME ASSEMBLY WORK. 
FOR INFO. CALL 504-646· 
031 5 EXT. B· 1 245. 
________ 2/22 
Experienced ·babysitter with 
own transportation for oc· 
casionaJ day-time sitting for 3 & 
7 year old children. Call 345· 
9 1 88. 
________ 2/22 
'7 Wanted 
Wanted: Pleasant evening 
with a man . Gentlemen need 
only reply. Call Brenda at 
3956. 
________ 2/22 
Rides/Riders 
Desperate ride needed to 
Bloomington, , INDIANA or 
anywhere w/ 1 hour radius. 
$$$ Please call Robin 345· 
1 378. 
________ ,2/22 
Need a ride lo Elgin , 
Schaumburg area or Hinsdale 
O a s i s ,  F e b .  2 2 · 2 4 .  
Pat-2334. 
________ 2/2 1 
Desperately need ride to Mt. 
Prospect area. Friday �2.  
Jeanne 581 -5394. 
________ 2/22 
f i For Rent 
2 bedroom furnished apart· 
ment near Square. $1 70. Call 
345·7 1 7 1 from 1 0· 1 1 or 5-7 .  
00 _
R
_
E
_
G
_
E
�
N
-
C
_
Y
_
AP
_
AR-=TM---ENTS: 
Now leasing for summer and 
fall.  345-9 1 05. 
--------�00 
Two-bedroom house, quiet 
neighborhood. Nicely finished 
Interior. $25� per month. Call 
and leave name and number. 
346·07 1 5. . 
________ ,3/4 
_ Renting for 85·86 school 
year. Very nice, furnished, 2 & 
3 bedroom houses, near cam­
pus, no pets. Call 345·3 1 48 
after 6 p.m. 
________ 4/5 
2 bedroom furnished apart­
ment for summer, cl�e to 
campus, laundry, AC, cheap 
rent! Call 348·8726. 
________ ,2/22 
Renting now for fall .  2 
bedroom furnished apart· 
ments. 1 1 /2 baths, dish­
washer, garbage disposal. 
345·2253 after 5 :00.  
SORORITY 
discount, groups 
more sorority 
Services 345·31 00  
BEAT THE 
ments for '85-' 
two· bedroom . 
Reasonable. 
241 6. 
Now renting 
spring of '85 and 
Polk St. and U 
ments: also for 
6 1 1 5. 
•School year individual leases 
•Variable rent levels to suit 
your needs 
•Lower utilities 
•Laundry facilities 
in each buildinq 
•24 hr. emerqency 
.QooCWty 
ffie cpJreSfigtous 
�tve ult CR�ency 
-campus clips 
Student S.nete Leglaletlve CommltlM wlll 
meet at 6 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 21 in the Union 
Walkway. Everyone welcome . 
Student S.Ute Unheralty R•tlona Com­
mltlM wlM meet at 6 p.m. Thursday. Feb. 2 1  In 
the Union Walkway. Everyone welcome. 
Phi Gemme Nu wll meet at 5:45 p.m. Thur· 
aday, Feb. 2 1  In the Union Ctw1eston·Mattoon 
room. 
Student . Council for Exceptlonel Children 
wlll sponsor a program on special fsnllles from 
6·7 p.m. Thuraday, Feb. 2 1  In Coleman Hall 
auditorll.ITI. There wlll be a reception following to 
present any questions you may have to the 
parents. 
Society of Profeealonel JoumellatalSlgme 
Delle Chi wlM meet at 7 p.m, Thuraday, Feb. 2 1  
I n  Buzzard Bulking room 207 to he.- Dan Hagen 
of the Charleston Times-Courier speak on In­
terviewing techniques. Plans for a joint meeting 
with the professional chapter In Ch.-npalgn to 
initiate Interested students wHI also be 
discussed. New members welcome. 
Student Auocletlon for Aec:rMtlon will 
sponsor a speaker at 7 p.m. in the Union Kansas 
room. Fred Boyles from Cumberland-GAP 
National Park wlll speak. 
Pr.engineering Studl" COmmlttM will 
meet at 2 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 21 in Science 
Building room 2 1 5. Dr. Barkley Jones, Unlver· 
'sity of Illinois nuclear engineering professor, will 
speak. All pre-engineering 
couraged to attend. 
Profeulonel Psychology Clllb: 
mandatory . meeting with a 
Thursday, Feb. 2 1  in the Union 
Dr. Genie Lenihan will speak on 
tlon . Remember to bring cqa 
money. 
ln..,.Veralty Chrl8tlen F 
at 6:45 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 21  
Gallery. The Navigators are lnvltld' 
hear Reverend Devld Ander9on of 
tlst Church speak. 
C.mpua Cllpa •e publlehed 
ch.-ge, as a public service to lhl 
should be submltt8d to The o.Jly 
office by noon one bualnea daJ 
be published (or date of event) 
should Include everit, name of 
organization (spelled out - no 
brevlatlons), date, time and piece 
any other pertinent information. 
phone number of submitter ITIUlt 
Clips containing conflicting or 
formation will not be run if su 
contacted. Clips will be 
available. Clips submitted after 
day cannot be guaranteed publ · 
be run one day only for any event 
be taken by phone. 
Thursday's � 
bruary 2 1 , 1 98 5
· ctasslfied ads 
For Rent 
______ .oo 
·· · storage as low as 
'· Great for motor­
•cles, etc. Call 
I . oo for fal l .  One and 
furnished apart-
7286. 
_____ .2/2 1 
· leaser needed 
duplex on .First 
, quiet, off street 
2281 . 
_____ .2/27 
ti For Rent 
Nice 1 bedroom apartment, 
1 block from campus, only 
range and refrig. provided, car· 
pet, A·C, 2 people max. ,  no 
pets, $250/mo. 345-4220. . 
_________ 3/ 1  
�� For Sale 
WISCONSIN-3 acres near 
Minong. Wooded, secluded 
peaceful . Walk to lake. $2,800 
total. 2 1 7-328-4079.  
-::--..,--------- 3/1 8 
For Sale: R T R G200B 
tower speakers. 1 00 W. $275 
or best offer. Call 348-87 1 9.  
________ .... . /22 
1 975 Ford LTD, 1 978 Ford 
Grenada, 1 975 Ford F1 50, 
1 983 Honda Goldwing 1 1 00 
Aspencade. Ask for Gary, 
345-3977.  between 8:30· 
9:30. 
________ .... 121 
Toshiba receiver complete 
with cassette, auto turntable, 
speakers, stand, tapes. Great 
sound. $ 1 50, about • new 
price . 3 4 5- 7 2 7 8 ,  leave 
message. 
________ .2/22 
2 pair of speakers, 70 wt· 
1 50 wt. Prices negotiable. Call 
Blake,, 345·3364. 
________ 2/29 
'76 Chevy Malibu. Ps, pb, 
cruise control, good mpg, 
great running condition . 
$900/best offer. Call 345· 
1 5 1 4 , after 4 p:m. 
________ 2122 
BUY MY CAR! 1 968 Cougar 
X/R7 . A classic in good con­
dition . Call after 5 :30 345· 
5433. 
-=--------2/2 1 
For Sale:  1 980 Mazda 626 
Coupe. Auto. transmission , 
NC, Michelin tires, SHARP 
AND CLEAN. $4000. C. 
Joley, 345·7397. 
_______ 2/22 
Shop The Daily Eastern 
News classified ads! 
------�--'cOOh 
1�lt-yourself ' ' CLASSIFIED AD FORM 
classification of: 
_____ ocash D Check 
CLASSIFIED AD INFORMATION 
·: 1 4  cents per word first day, 1 o cents per word 
:utive day thereafter (minimum 1 0  words). 
rate Is half price and ad MUST be paid for in ad-
.: no checks for amounts less than $ 1 .00. 
print neatty. Don't use Greek symbOls. 
118 form and cut out from newtP&Per. Place ad 
In envelope and deposit In the News drop-box 
by 2 p.m. one business day before It is to 
the summer semester the News win be 
Tuesdays and Thursdays only. 
be submitted In person by coming to the News 
In 1he Buzza'd Education Building, North 
hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday 
Friday . . . 
le Lost & Found ads are run FREE for three 
dates to run must be specified. There is a llmlt 
per ad. . 
ads MUST contain the words "Paid for by" rane of the person/organization paying for the 
ad can be run without this Information. 
1ws reserves the right to edit or refuse ads con­
lbelous or In bad taste. 
�� For Sale 
We want to buy gold class 
rings, gold jewelry, silver 
coins,  and guns .  348· 
1 2 1 4-Pawn and Loan Gr.in 
Co. 
-------'c-R-2/28 
Pinball 4 player Solid State 
E l e c t r o n i c s . P r i c -e d  
reasonably. Call 348· 1 2 1 4  
1 0-5.  
--------'3/1 
0 
!I Lost/Found 
Lost: Gold rimmed pilot-style 
glasses, bent up. Please call 
Paul at 3602 . 
--- -�----'/2 1  
Bryan Osborne-You can 
pick up your wallet at the Daily 
Eastern News. 
* 
.sth1ifuJt'!/ 
'('/'111�k"' 
TRUCK 
DRIVER 
SHIRTS 
$22.00 
Mark H icks 
· (Campus Rep . )  
348-5562 
Apt . 20 
OLDE TOWN E 
Doonesbury 
Report errors Immediately •t 581 -281 2. A correct •d 
will •ppeer In the next - edition. Uni ... notified, W9 
e11nnot be r•ponslble for •n Incorrect •d •fter Its fir­
st Insertion. 0..dlln• 2 p.m. previous d•y. 
0 
l Lost/Found <(' Lost/Found 
" LOsr· Maroon purse at Lost: Black leather wallet 
Kracker's Thursday. PLEASE Tuesday belonging to Mike 
return ID's and camera at Car· Wollam. If found call 345-
. man or call 5267. 6389. 
________ 2/2 1 
LOST: Long ,  black wool coat 
________ 2/25 
Saturday night at Reflections. Lost-Oval, tarnished locket. 
PLEASE call 3606. Reward $.  Engraved rose on top, name & 
________ ...,/2 1 · date on back. Lost between 
Lost: Student ID and license science building and Andrews 
for Denise Dangoia. If found, Hall. . Sentimental value. If 
please call 581 ·3359. found, call 581 -2240, ask for 
________ ,2/2 1 Kim. 
Lost: Women's gold watch. 2/22 
Band may be broken . If found, Lost: IL drivers license. If 
call 58 1 -3444. found, please call Sandy at 
________ 2/22 345- 1 672.  
Lost: A brown book bag & its 2/22 
contents. Lost in front of Buz· Lost: Security Analysis and 
zard. Please contact Tim Portfolio Management Text 
Htighes at the Green House on book. Lost in LS301 . If found 
campus if found. call Ken 5702 . 
_________ ,.;,/25 _______ _,c;.-/25 
0 
] Lost/Found 
Someone at Kracker 's 
mistakenly picked up my blue­
jean jacket and keys Sat. night. 
Please return it! Call 5260: 
________ 2/25 
Puzzle Answers 
I S T A T D O E 1 5 T P A I T !  
i C  A M  E E A  R T H  R i 101 
I L E  D I F  R E E A E RIO! 
F I O N D E-- D N S  -
I N D !  R I A L  
-- R I A A 
L A  5 5 I F  
� N I A � .  t I n A R  I rl 1 - R �!-1-lP��� I V 
I L I N A H I N o  
F A C T D I  D M l  
O V A L I N L  A L  I 
A E L Y " '  '" ! Y I E I 
WE ' RE HIRING � SMILES . . 
DOMINO ' S  PIZZA 
Now hiri ng 8-1 O Part-.t ime 
. del ivery personnel 
[!J" We guarantee $4-8 an h9ur 
� Flexible schedule 
c!1 Career opportun ities 
You need only be enthusiastic, image conscious, have your 
own auto, and be personable * 
Apply i n  Person 
Domino's Pizza 61 1 7th St. 
* (State la w requires . you to have a valid driver's license, 
present proof of insurance and be 1 8  years or older.) 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
YrJ(J f;(]T  
YES, THEY POI I.IHI/. /NSUlAla, 
NO, THEY oatr,t \ IJOC? 
Y£5; THEY PO • ." ,......--...... 1 
I . ·  
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
GffHEf?Al. W€ f)(Y{'(' 
l<NOW W SENT PKfflr1HRr.' 
UP A 5eet?eT H'J(f 11/M:N'T 
5/MTl.E fl.KJllT" A 5HREP OF 
1Hf5 MOKNIN6.. PROOF/ 
[+, _ \ � j-.._ 
511?, / HIM  A 
KePO�P.. K/6Hr YOU'� 
lllE llHJ SM '/JtJHIN6 ! 
11£ UfT-(Ff 
HIM6El.f .. 
l /""-.., ___...,. 
---------- FOK 60P'S f&!, 
ml 
HIM. 
\ 
5/� rr 1fiwRE_: llONMANr lf! ffe1lJ'llr ''TlJ/lllY" . '- I/JU\ 
,,.._,_ 51/0W. ' NJYNJPY /I 
� ' ·  � C2::.,f' 
.Jsr]JJ;u��-------------------------
FOR. nt€ 4CMR� ofC - �e : 
t'\CLo\>s\u-
{ ::r 
thursday's 
Classified .ads 1 1  · Jebruar_y 2 1 ,  1 9ss 
0 Lost/Found iJ 
Lost: Wiiiet with l.D. and 
�- Please call Doug, and 
leave message If found. 345· 
4908. 
---,-..,..-----,=--'22 Lost: 2 keys on a Panther 
elver key chain. '" found, call 
Sue-348-7915. 
________ ,/22 
. .  \ C!.,..,..J Announcements 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Birthright '*88. Free testing. 
348-8551 , Monday-Thuraday, 
3-5:50 p.m. 
5/2 
SOUTH-..,,...-=----PADRE�---_ ISLANf>� 
TEXAS atl $98. Thia la the trip 
you've been loolclng for. Hurry 
and call Jay at 581 -3876 to 
. reeerve your Deluxe Condo. 
_________ 121 
CAROLYN WILKE: To a 
apeclal pal . . . have a great day! 
Your buddies, Susan and Joni. 
_________ .2/22 
TO ALL INTERESTED MEN: 
Sigma Nu fraternity la 
organizing on Eastern'& cam­
pus. Be a part of a new begin· 
nlng. For more Information, call 
581 -3967. 
________ ,2/22 
Kristi: 4 o'clock club Friday? 
Don't forget the "Ute" girls! 
Brenda 
---------=---2/22 DENISE MACON-Hope you 
have a GREAT day! ! Your APO 
pally 
________ 2/2 1 
Angela Grachan & Mike 
Sweeney, Congrats on gettln� 
pinned. Love, Angie & Patty 
________,2/2 1 
Dawn Barr-Have a nice day. 
Love, your Secret Pal 
________ ,2/2 1 
$ 1 0.00 REWARD for Return 
of keys & brown cloth billfold 
containing drivers license & 
R.N.  card. Lost Friday bet· 
ween Famous Recipe and U .  
Health Service. 
________ .2/25 
,..- ,� -------�.)} Announcements 
NEW! Little Kings wortalhlrtal 
Red . and White with name 
abo'le pocket. Call Shari , 348· 
551 6. 
____ c-2/2 1 ,22,25,26. 
Miller WOl1cahlrtal l l  SWeat· 
shirts, Cordoroy Hats and T· 
Shirts! Call:· Sharl 348-551 6. 
____ c-2/2 1 ,22,25,26 . 
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL 
and safe. Join NARAL Free 
referrals. 345-9285. 
______ c·MR·OO 
SPRING BREAK at the IN· 
TERNATIONAL la happening .  
already. Don't mlaa out on the 
trip of the 80'&1 Call 2796 
Today. · 
______ c. ·TR·2/2 1' 
Miller Apparel-Including 
workshlrta. Call Jean 581 • 
5365. 
_____ ....:C·TR-4/1 8 
JIM NEWKIRK-I've been 
waiting tOr you to break up with 
that girl from beck home. Ifs 
my tum now. An Admirer 
________ .2/2 1 
Sig Kapa: Have a GREAT 
day! Love, your sister sorority, 
the Trl·Siga 
---...,-=------12 1 
A N G E L A  G R A C H E N : 
Congratulations on getting pin­
ned. It's about time! Love, your 
roomies 
_________ 12 1 
CHRIS JACOBS-Congratul· 
ations on being elected DEL TA 
ZETA president. · 1 know you'll 
do an EXCELLENT job! Love, 
Cathy 
________ 2/2 1 
1 /2 lb. Steak Sandwich & 
onion rings-$ 1 .95.  Where? 
Max's Munchies, of course! 
________2/2 1 
Page One Tavern Movies: R· 
Reuben, Reuben; F·Big Chill; 
S·Spinal Tap. 
________ 2/2 1 
Sig Kaps would like to wish· 
the basketball team the best of 
luck tonight against Western . 
________,2/2 1 
GJ Announ�ements · <)} Announcements <)}Announcements 
48 HOURS. Friday 6:30 and 
9:00 p.m. Unlveralty Ballroom. 
Admission $1 .00. 
/22 .......,.,,WH'::'"':'.""Y,---,P=-A,...Y--MORE�----4.FOR 
DAYTONA! !  THE REEF HAS 
AN EVERYDAY LOW · PRICE 
OF $ 1 72.001 We we students 
serving YOU the student! We 
we not a travel agency! Call 
345-9084 TODAY for per­
sonalized attention YOU deaer· 
vel 
=--..,,.,_.-,,.-- ---3/1 
Tri-Sig&, Congratulatlona on 
your new pledges and I hope 
your having a great semester! 
Love, your Sigma Man 
________ 12 1 
Chl·town awaits the Men of 
Delta Tai Oelta IWld their lovely 
dates for the Spr ing 
sweetheart formal. 0n1y two 
days away. 
-------�12 1 
Hockey Club sponsors a 
night at the races. Thursday 
Feb. 28. Mutual Betting plus 
grand prize. Page One Tavern. 
________/28 
Miiier Light Tournament 
Thurs. & Sat. 7:00.  Page One 
Tavern. 
________ .2/2 1 
TO ALL INTERESTED 
WOMEN: Phi Sigma Slgina 
sorority is colonizing on 
Eastern's campus. Put your 
ideas to work. Call 58 1 -396 7 .  
________ ,2/22 
Be a part of Eastern's fast 
growing greek system. Any 
men and women interested in 
joining Sigma Nu fraternity or 
Phi Sigma Sigma sorority, call 
58 1 -3967.  
Carpet your room· with a rem· 
nant. See C8rlyle Interiors 
nllmlted. West Route 1 6. 
Open 8-6 Mon·Sat. Phone 
345-7746. 
�--------00 
Wanted: Baas player at least 
one night weekly practice. 
Vocal ab�l l ty a must .  
Rock/Country. Call 5 8 1  ·2254. 
-.,...,---- --,---..,,,....--122 
Uaa Pannarale-For all you 
do, this Annol.l\cemenfa for 
you. Have an ungl'U'l'lpy 
day.-Your APO pel 
________ 12 1 
HOW YOU CAN SAVE 
MONEY. Don't be rushed Into 
a decision . DAYTONA at the 
REEF has NEW, LOWER, 
EVERYDAY price of $ 1 72.00. 
Beer blast enroute on . . .  USI 
CLEAN rooms! Poolside ac­
tivities! WHY PAY MORE7? 
Call 345-9084 TODAY and 
make a reservation I !  
________ .3/1 
Coastal Tours: Spring Break 
Final Deposit Meeting. For 
those who signed up for Fort 
Lauderdale & Daytona Beach 
Trips. Meeting March 7th in 
Union STATION from 7:30· 
8 :30.  
________ 3/ 1 5  
ANNOUNCING NEW MUSIC MINI COURSES 
D�signed for non-music majors 
Chet, I'm really 
ward to this 
blown fNl&Y In the 
Love, Lynette 
HEY PLAZA 
REMEMBER WHO 
CARE OF YOU 
CALL CAMPUS 
REPS. MARC 
AGAiN THIS 
ANOTHER UNF 
SPRING BREAK. 
345-6383. 
F O R T  L A U D  
$229.00, Almost 
Sign up now! !  
20 places left. C 
58 1 -22 1 3  or Usa 58 
Do you have 
say? Let the 
about your organ· 
coming event ill 
noun cements! 
For Humanities Requirement 
Mus 2561 The Music of Black Americans (3 s .h . )  
For Fine Arts Requirement 
Mus 2552 Musicc:il Encounters (3 s .h . )  
Listening to a variety of music; emphasis placed on 
live perfomance in class . 
A study of black contributions to American music 
Elective Courses 
' 
Mus 0300 Show Choir (1  s .h . )  
Mus 2553 Musical Masterworks (3 s .h . )  Mus 2550 Tape Recording Techniques (2 s .h . )  
The study of a limited number o f  important pieces A study of concert , studio , and production recor· 
· . from selected historical periods . ding techniques . 
Mus 2554 Mus 2770 Electronic Music Studio Techniques (3 s .h. ) The Evolution of Jazz and Rocle Music (3 Principles and use of synthesizers , mixers, and tape 
· �h. ) f A . . d k . · . recorders in producing and shaping musical $Ound. ���\�i\\,� "���� 
A smal l i nvestment 
can 'change ' i nto needed ca/sh 
with 
a Dally Eastern News classified ad. 
Thursday, February 2 1 :  1 985 • 
rham loses �rbitration· , 
bs-�o pay h im ssoo·,ooo 
iCAGO (AP)-An arbitrator an­
d Wednesday that Leon 
of the Chicago Cubs should 
about $800,000 next season, 
than the record $ 1. 1  million the 
man had sought. 
itrator Steve Goldberg, a Nor­
University professor, chose 
,bs' offer over Durham's 
, said team spokeswoman. 
Panozzo. 
:rg refused to respond to 
about his decision. 
m joined the Cubs Wednesday 
m's spring training headquar­
.esa, Ariz; ,  said his agent , Dick 
'.tration at best is a difficult 
ion for t he player and 
· ,ent as well, " said Cubs ' 
.t Dallas Green in a prepared 
. t .  "We recognized this going 
1ut felt t here was some 
ment between the two parties" 
uired negotiation. 
felt that Leon at this stage in 
'Cer was not a million-dollar 
The arbitrator agreed with us, " 
id. 
have to put this behind us now. 
1e to get down to playing · 
. .  
telephone interview from his 
Palisades, Calif. , office, Moss 
1bviously, we're disappointed. 
:re confident going into the 
hearing that we were going to win, and 
we were confident corning out that we 
had won." . · 
Moss said he felt the Cubs' argumen­
ts that Durham has been injured 
several times in the past two seasons 
"swayed the arbitrator ."  Durham 
played just 100 games in 1983 and 1 37 
last year, when the Cubs won the 
National League East title. 
-
"Leon will continue his fine career 
and make a lot of money, '.' Moss said. 
"There was no acrimony at the 
hearing. "  
Durham batted .279 with 23 · home 
runs, 96 runs batted in and 14 game­
winning RBis last season. 
Goldberg met with Durham, Green 
and others for six hours Monday, 
listening to arguments from both sides 
in the contract dispute . 
The Cubs' only previous arbitration 
case was in 1 980, when Bruce Sutter 
won $700,000. The team had offered 
Sutter $350,000. 
Durham's  $ 1 . 1  million request 
would have given him the largest con­
tract ever won in arbitration, topping 
by $ 100,000 the figure received by Fer­
nando Valenzuela of the Los Angeles 
Dodgers in 1 983 . .  
Moss is also Valenzuela's agent . 
Wade Boggs of Boston matched 
Valenzuela's  arbitration victory last 
week. 
.ves ' AU-Star arrested ,  
pected of possession 
( A P ) - C l a u d e l l  because it was weaving near a highway 
;ton, a mainstay in the Atlanta exit . 
outfield for the past . four Washington was released after 
and a National League All-Star posting $3 ,000 bail' a short time later, 
: 1  was free on bond Wednesday authorities said . No arraignmt:nt date 
'1ng arrested for suspicion of was scheduled immediately. 
1g cocaine in California. The baseball commissioner's office 
officials said they were declined to comment on Washington's 
by the arrest , but had not been case . However, a joint player­
:t with Washington, who had management drug program instituted 
1ne treatment for drug depen- last June says: "Any. player convicted 
.er the 1983 season. of or pleading guilty to any crime 
't know what to say . . .  it 's related to the possession or use of a 
disheartening . .  It ' s  a setback controlled substance will be suspended 
dell and the organization, ' •  without pay for one year . • '  
'istant vice-president Paul Police Lt. Jim Battles said Wed­
who helps coordinate the nesday that the evidence seized has 
.g-abuse program. been sent to the crime lab for further 
·e all flabbergasted here, " testing. He said it usually takes three 
said . "Of course, it 's  just weeks for such tests , but he expects "in 
. He hasn't been found guilty the next 10 days there will be a report 
·.ng yet . We've done nothing to the district attorney for filing . "  
just heard about i t  and are Battles said a filed test done a t  the 
.o get some answers. "  arrest site confirmed that Washington 
igton was arrested early Mon- had about one-quarter gram of cocaine 
'alnut Creek, Calif. police of- . and five grams of marijuana in his 
.ien Sandoval, who stopped - possession. Possession of that quantity 
-old player's  1 985 Jaguar of marijuana is a misdemeanor. 
�··****************** -
• • 
t A DEADLY : � �  �! rlONO KONO rlOUSE 
RESTAURANT 
Chinese Food 
• • t SUBJECT: t 
• • 
• • t 
· All are invited to :· 
t come hear Dr. Genie t 
t Lenihan speak on t t Suicide Prevention t 
• on Thursday, Feb. 21  t 
i at 6 : 00 p.m. , in the • 
• Greenup Room (3rd t 
t floor Union) t t Sponsored by the t 
t Professional t : Psychology Club ·: 
• • 
• • 
• • 
�******************� 
1D 111!1 STREET 
UNCOt.N AVE rt 11111 51 
CHAllLESTOH, ll tlt'.8 
OPOl llO'.Ma 
1'\IESOAY hu TMUllSDAY l lAM-1-
RllOAY - SA'l\lllDAY 11AM·111'M 
SUNDAY 12NDOH--
1 I CLOSED MOt<IDAY I 
8 Beef Fried Rice 8 � & Large Drink � 
� $2°' w/coupon � 
1 (offer expires Feb. 26) I 
� - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - �  
�� . VJ'/t!,71-T/ ON5 
Daytona Beach 
from 589* 
South Padre Island 
from 578* 
Afustarig Island/Pon A 
$1 19  
More information and 
reservations , call 
toll free 
1 -800-321.-591 1 
'depending upon br1tak dates, 
1 4  
• 
PANrBEB. 
LOUNGE 
BUDWEISER NITE . 
BUD or BUD LITE 
LONGNECKS 
ALL 
DAY 75• 
•.r1·4·: i ·; 
......... ·;.�t � -
HAPPY 1 9th ! 
lche Lenoia 
Bolshevik, Ludmilla! 
Who 's Yoµr Buddy? 
Who 's Your Pal? 
Open 7 days a week 
30 min . tan $550 
Built in 
FACE-TANNER 
and STEREO 
Co/es County 's 
Largest ·Tanning Spa 
Thursday , February 2 1 , 1 9 8 5  The Dally Eastem 
f" ,., 
PHI BETA 
LAMBDA · 
Meeting 
6 :30 TONIGHT 
206 BLAIR HALL 
Speaker 
Donald Schaefer 
Placing Yourself 
� in the Job Market � 
TIRED OF THE 
SAME OLD YOU? 
from 
Sassy to Sophisticated 
for that new look 
you've been waitin9 for ! 
Try us Out . 
Z-'s -
Hair 
- · Designers 
2 12 6th St . 345-545 1 
T 1 I  t llllU 
TONIGHT 
Glenn Shaft Qua 
9- 12 :30 
· $2. 00 Cover 
University Board Presents • •  � 
·-� 
• A crobats 
• Magicians 
• Dancers 
The Chinese Ma 
Revue-Of Taiw 
Thursday,  Feb.  
8 : 00 p .  
Dvorak Concert H 
EIU Students w/l D. 
� General Public $7. 
Group Rates A vailable 
The Dally Eastern News 
needs: 
reporters 
. copy · editors 
Call Nancy Yamin ·
· photographers 
development director · 
Tuesday 1 0-1 1 ,  · 
-Wednesday 3-
Thursday 1 -3 
Friday 1 -2 
at 581-2812 - · 
•ally Eastern News T h u rsday , February 2 1 ,  1 9 8 5  1 5  
core board Report scores to 58 1 -28 1 2  
ball 
L.A. lakera at lndllna 
Detroit at Ph�phia 
Otllh at Cleveland 
Washington at Dallllll 
Pordmld at Houston 
San Antonio at Phoenix 
Denver at Seattte 
Sports log Basketball Hockey 
THURSDAY 
NBA Leaders 
MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts Western lllinOis, 
Lantz Gym, 7 :30 p.m. 
S. llllnols 
SW Mlaaourt 
EASTERN 
1 0  
8 
5 
2 1 7  
5 1 1  
I 1 1  
8 
1 2  
10  
NHL 
C•mpbell Conference 
(Through Feb. 1 n FRIDAY Bradley 5 8 1 1  1 1  Norri• Dhlalon 
W L T 
27 21 10  
21 -- 2• 4 
Pia. 
M 
51 
48 
43 
35 
Wichita St. 5 8 9 1 4  
FG FT PTS AVG 
489 283 1 22 1  32 . 1  
544 3 1 6  1 433 28. 1 
8 1 6  262 1 495 27 .7  
377 324 1 078 27.6 
533 317 1 437 27.1 
600 240 1 472 27 .3 
558 327 1 458 27.0 
424 505 1 353 25.5 
503 265 1 288 24.8 
5 1 5  246 1 276 24. 1 
499 2 2 1  1 227 23. 2 . 
459. 284 1 202 23. 1 
411 250 1pee 23.1 
399 307 1 1 08 23. 1  
462 255 1 1 69 22.2 
WOMEN'S TRACK-Eastern hosts Panther Invitational, lndlane St. 4 8 6 1 5  St. Louie 
ChlC890 
Detroit 
Mlooesota 
Toronto 
King, NY Lantz Fieldhouse, 6 :30 p.m. 
· 
Western 3 
N. iowa 
1 0  8 
3 
1 8  
1 8  3 1  1 1  Short, GS 
Engliah, Den 
Dentley, Utllh 
Jorden, Chi 
Bird, Boa 
Wilkins, All 
Malone, Phi 
Aguirre, Dal 
Cummings, Mil 
Johnson, KC 
Natt, Den 
Woolridge, Chi 
Moncrief, Mii 
Gervin, S.A. 
SPORTS ON RADIO 1 1 1  1 9  1 6  31  1 1  
PRO BASKETBALL-Chicago . Bulls at Boston Celtics, 
WGN-TV (channel 9) and WtND-AM (560) (delayed), 6 : 30 
p .m.  
PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black 
·Hawks at Minnesota 
North Stars, WIND-AM (560) , 7 :35 p.m. 
S.turdlly'1 rMultl 
Drake 90, EASTERN T1 • 
Southwest Mlaaourl 65, Bradley 62 • 
Nlinois State 85, l- State 6 1  • 
1 4  38 1 
Smythe Dlwlllon 
x·Edmooton 42 1 2  6 90 
65 
65 
61 
42 
Wea tern IUinois 82, Wichita State 69 • 
Southern llfinols 68 , Northern Iowa 5 7 •  
Calgary 29 23 7 
Winnipeg 29 25 7 
SATURDAY Wedneld•J'• game · 
Western Illinois at Illinois State • 
Los Angeles 25 23 1 1  
Vancouver 1 7 33 8 
Dlwlllon 
MEN'S TRACK-Eastern hosts EIU Invitational, Lantz 
Fieldhouse, 1 p.m.  
Thurldey'1 games 
Bradley at lnm- State• 
x·clinched playoff berth 
W•IH Conference 
Pct. GB 
. 630 -
.585 2% 
.537 5 
. 500 7 
.473 6Y1 
.333 1 6  
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts SIU-. Drake at Southweat Miaaouri • Northern Iowa at Wichita State• 
P•trlck Dlvlllon 
AMCU conference 
All a•mff through Feb. 1 t 
Carbondale, Lantz Gym, 5: 1 5  p.m . • -<lenotes GCAC game. Washington 
Philadelphia 
NY Isles 
W L T 
35 1 6  6 
34 1 6  1 
31•  23 4 
1 9  29 9 
1 8  30 8 
1 6  32 5 
Pis. 
78 
75 
66 
47 
44 
41 
AMCU Over•ll 
MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts Valparaiso, Lantz 
Gym, 7 :30 p.m.  AP Poll 
W L W L SPORTS ON RADIO Th9 Top Twenty l8M)S in the 
Associated Press college baskelbalt poll, 
with first-place votes in parenthesis, total 
points based on 20- 1 9· 1 8· 1 7· 1 6· 1 5· 
1 4· 1 3· 1 2· 1 1 · 1 0-9·8· 1·6·5·4·3·2· 1 and 
record: 
NY Rangers 
New Jersey 
Pittsburgh 
Dlwlllon 
Cleveland St. 
EASTERN 
Western 
9 2 1 8  6 
7 3 1 4  I 
7 3 1 0  1 1  
PRO BASKETBALL-Golden State Warriors at Chicago 
Bulls, WIND-AM (560), 7 :30 p.m. Adema Dlvlllon 39 16 . 709 -
27 28 .491 1 2  
25 29 .483 1 3% 
22 32 .407 1 8% 
22 33 AOO 1 7  
1 2  43 . .  2 1 8  27  
SW Missouri 
111 . -Chicago 6 5 1 1  
1 1  
4 6 1 1  1 2  SUNDAY W L T 28 1 7  1 2  
2 9  20 1 0  
2 9  2 3  8 
25 25 8 
1 9  31 1 
Pis. 
66 
68 
66 
58 
45 
N. Iowa 
Valparaiso 
UW·Green Bay 
4 7 1 0  1 4  SPORTS ON RADIO Buffalo RM«d Pia. Montreal 4 7 6 1 4  
9 3 1 9  
Mond•y, Feb. 1 8  
PRO HOCKEY-Detroit Red WinQ$ at Chicago Black 
Hawks, WIND-AM (560) , 1 :35 p.m. 
1 .  St. John's (59) 22· 1 1 ,  1 99 Quebec 
2. Georgetown ( 1 )  23·2 1 ,  1 4 1  Boston 
3. Michigan 20·3 1 ,044 Hertford 
Clevelmld State 78, Western lllinola 69 Valparaiso at SW Mlsaourl* (ot) * · 
EASTERN 76, lllnola-Chicago 57 • Mond8y, Feb. 27 
Northern Iowa 56, Valpetaiao 52 • Valparaiso at Marquette 
sw Mlaaourt 75, Att<anaas State 82 Thurld•y, Feb. -28 
Wednesdey'1 game Wiac.-Green Bay at llllnois'Chk:8go* 
Northern Michigan at W19C. ·Green Bay Evansvtle at SW Mlsaourl 
Thul'8day'1 gamM S.turd8y, March 2 
Wastem Hllnoi8 at-EASTERN • Chic8go State at EASTERN 
Northern Iowa at Illinois-Chicago* Valparaiso at Clev-..:t State• 
S.turdlly' 1 gamM Western llllnoiS at Northern Iowa• 
Valparaiao at EASTERN *  Mondlly, March 4 
Wiac. -Green Bey at Western llllnoia • EASTERN 111 Wlec. -Green Bay• 
I, n Cleveland State at SW Mtaaourl • Butler at Valparaiao 
'1 game1 Mondlly, Feb. 25 WednMdey, March 8 
Wosc.-GrMn Bey at Northem lowa* Beginning of AMCU posl·ll98llOll tour-
Jersey Cleveland State at EASTERN* nament. 
Illinois-Chicago at Western llllnoia* * -denotee AMCU conference game. 
e trains 
it record 
' s spring training opened for 
nesday with at least -one 
facing a dual purpose. 
January, Cincinnati Reds 
nager Pete Rose has been hit­
,alls to get ready for his quest 
gic number 4, 1 9 1 . He is 95 
from breaking that all-time 
by Ty Cobb . 
3-year-old Rose must also 
·or his first spring training as a 
with the theory that "a steak 
s the doctor away , "  Rose 
got himself in shape for both 
' t  go. out here and run two 
I can run a mile , "  Rose said. 
1ve to travel more than a mile 
1e Reds, who finished fifth in 
1nal League West in 1 984, 22 
or at least several 
.ind the division winning 
:o Padres. And he goes to 
ling with virtually the lineup 
the end of last season, when 
er for fired Manager Vern 
formally open their camp 
, Fla. , on Friday. The first 
sites officially opened were 
fending World Series cham­
iit Tigers in Lakeland, Fla . ,  
innesota Twins in  Orlando 
opened Wednesday. 
NL camps-Houston in 
, Fla. , Los Angeles in Vero 
. ,  and New York in St.  
, Fla. ,-open camp on 
The Atlanta Braves, 
Orioles, Boston Red Sox, 
White Sox and New York 
· oin Cincinnati in opening 
on Friday. 
� '-
"Little Kings 
Night" 
doors open 8p.m 
("-'. 'r_ 
�-
� ..L>t t(e " £Ki�� 
r�, 
/"' r 
. . .  ' 
:I t •  
I 
. .  � 
The "Kine( wil l  
be here tonight 
g iving out 
FREE Hats & .  
T-ShirtsHI 
Shop the 
classifieds 
Big Ten conference 
Ilg Ten °"'811 
W L W L 
Michigan 1 1  2 20 3 
llllnoi• 8 5  20 7 
Pu'due 8 5 1 7  6 
Iowa 8 5 1 9  1 
Ohk> State 1 5 1 5  7 
Michigan St. 7 8 1 (1  1 
� 6 6 1 4  8 
MlnnffOta 5 7 1 2  9 
Wlaconeln 3 1 1  ' 1 2  1 2  
..,,_..tern 1 1 2  5 1 8  
QCAC conference 
4. Memphls St. 20·2 975 
5 .  Oklahoma 2 1 ·4 958 
6 .  Duke 1 8·4 9 1 3  
7 .  Syracuse 1 9·4 873 
8.  Georgia Tech. 1 8·5 720 
9. So. Methodist 20-5 675 
10.  Louiai- Tech. 22·2 822 
1 1  . UNLV ·20.3 549 
1 2 . TulM 1 9·4 498 
1 3. North CaroliNI 1 9·8 375 
1 4 .  Iowa 1 9·8 360 
1 5. Klwl- 20·6 353 
1 6. Illinois 20·7 3 1 1 
1 7 . Va. Commonwelth 20-4 1 6 1  
Wednesdey'1 results 
Detroit 3, St. l.oula 2 
Calgary at Plttaburgh, n 
Boston at Mtnneaota. n 
Montreal at Chic8go. n 
Thul'8day'1 gamM 
Hertford at N.  Y. Rangers 
Wiooipeg at N. Y. l8llndera 
L A. at New Jeraey 
Toronto at Philedelphia 
Waahlnglan at v-
1 8. Georgia 1 7-6 1 59 
1 9. Oregon Stata 1 e-5 84 Tuesdey'1 reaulta 
20. Boaton College 1 8-«I 73 Quebec 7, Loa Angelee 6 
QCAC °"'811 N. Y. l8llndera 6, Cllglry 4 
W L W L Editor's Not�: Tl" t«Orrb listtd •boW! Edmonton D. Toronto 4 
llllnoia St. 1 1  1 1 7 5 "� inc/11dinr r-ma t/uouili Feb. llJ. Hertford 8, Wtnnlplg 2 
Drake 1 1  1 1 7  3 Rmdts sin<Y tlwn on not ,,,_,,1td. Montrem 5, St. Louie 2 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • coupon • • • • • • • • • • • • •1 I . . I Lilncheon Specials I 
I $ I 99 Mon.-Sa t .  I I e 1 1 -2 I 
·� • C h o pped S i r l o i n  � &, e Stea k - n -S t u f f  SO 1 W L '  I g 
:I· e F .  h p I 
. m e  o n i::s 
0 I S  atter  3 4 5 - 3 I I 7 0 I • Stea k -n -M ush room s o pe n  Da i l y  1 1 - 9  i 
I • C h i c ke n  - fry Ste a k  I 
1 .· FREE DRINK OPEN I I WITH MEAL I SUNDAYS I I 
1 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • coupon • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
rn: 
* Western Illinois * 
Basketball, Special 
TONIGHT Before The Game 
$ 1 . 00 Pitcher 
must have coupon 
After the Game 
50¢ Pitcher * 
9: 15 to 9:45 
Menu 
Chili Dogs $ 1 . 25 
Mozzarella Sticks 3 for $1 .  00 
Pizza $2.50 & $3.50 
To receive th.. ;:•Ikner for 5Q¢ you must have 
rhill coupon 11tamped at Pa·�l:t Ona beloro the. game. 
Thursday's 
1 6 · 
EI U ,  Western 
·do batt le for 
second place 
by Ken Dickson 
The time is right; the game is here and all the cards 
are on the table. 
The teams: Eastern's  basketball team is 14-8 
overall, while Western Illinois 10- 1 1 .  The teams are 
tied at 7-3 in the Association of Mid-Continent 
Universities , 1 !h games behind first-place Cleveland 
State. 
The time and place: 7:30 p .m.  at Lantz Gym. 
The game: Basketball's  version of seven-card stud. 
Each team uses five players at a time and hopefully 
comes up with the right combination to produce the 
best hand. 
The stakes: The winner has a chance in the four 
remaining games to overtake Cleveland State for first 
place, while the loser falls two games behind and 
practically out of contention. . 
The odds: Eastern is 9-0 in Lantz Gym this season. 
Western , which lost nine of its first 12  games then 
recovered a seven-game win streak, has lost its last 
two contests at Valparaiso and at Cleveland .State . 
The Leathernecks are 2-9 this season away from 
Western Hall where Western defeated the Panthers 
80-73 on Feb . 7_. Eastern's all-time series record is 47-
62 . 
The spectators: "I hope every one comes out and 
sees this one," Eastern coach Rick Samuels said 
Wednesday . "I 'm going to walk around tomorrow 
and pass out some sheets to try and get people 
there. " 
" I  know people will thoroughly enjoy the game, 
especially if they get involved with a big crowd . ' '  
.The first meeting: Western did everything but 
make Eastern walk home in the teams' first meeting .­
On-the-court hospitality wasn't available. The 
Leathernecks shot 60 percent from the field, grabbed 
10 offensive boards to outrebound the Panthers 40-
1 8 ,  and ran Eastern's  defense ragged with fast break 
after fast break. 
The. strategy: "We have to play an emotional · 
game, "  Samuels said. "And the crowd does a great 
job of helping us do that . We have to stop them from 
running and contain them in half court . The rest will 
take care of itself. " 
The opposition: Western's  J .D.  Dykstra, who scored 
27 points in the Feb. 7 game, is the key scorer. The 
· forward is averaging 18 .7  points and 5 . 9  rebounds. 
Senior guard �ohnny Holman is the second leading 
scorer at 1 2  . 1  a·nd second leading rebounder, even 
though he's only six-foot tall . Holman scored 1 1  
points and had �even assists in the first game. 
The other forward position will be filled by either · 
Cedrick Wright or Scott McCantz. Wright scored 1 6  
points i n  the previous meeting, but h e  has missed the 
last two games due to a injured right foot . The 6-6 
junior is averaging 9.9 points and 4.6 rebounds ,  but 
he did not play Monday in the Leathernecks'  loss at 
Cleveland State. McCantz played very little against 
Eastern Feb. 7, but he's averaging 7 .2 points and 3 .9  
rebounds . 
· 
The other guard is Daryl Reed. The 6-3 junior is 
averaging 8 .9 points . The center position has been . 
controlled by Bobby Jordan. Jordan is averaging S . 8  · 
points and 4.7 rebounds, but he scored 14 points in 
t he first meetfog. 
The hos1s: Eastern will start its usual starting five. 
Jon Collins and pirk Androff will be the forwards, 
Kevin Duckworth at center and Troy Richardson and 
Doug Crook at guards. 
Collins leads the team in scoring at 1 8 .2 ,  while 
Duckworth is second in scoring, averaging 1 3 .6 poin­
·ts., and first in r:eoounding at 8 . 1 .  
Richardson, who broke the season record for 
assists on Monday. is averaging 9.2 points, while 
leading the conference in steals and assists . The 
senior �uard , was Eastern's  high scorer against 
Western on Feb:' 7. In addition to eight assists and 
(our steals , he made 1 8  points, his highest total of the 
seas«n. 
\ � .. 
SR9,!et� 
Eastern 1 7 7 ·pound grappler Dan Nol l  struggles for win his match 1 1  ·4 · and help the Panth 
control against his Southwest Missouri opponent victory . (News photo by Frank Polich) 
Wednesday night in Lantz Gym. Noll came back to 
Grapplers dominate final dual me 
by Mike Nelson and Mike Patras 
Eastern's grapplers saved their 
best for last as they dominated 
Southwest Missouri 42-6 in their 
final dual meet of the season. 
Eastern controlled the meet 
throughout the night winning nine 
out of the ten weight classes. "We 
really wrestled well tonight , I was 
pleased with our performances, "  
said Eastern head coach Ralph 
McCausland. 
Southwest Missouri spotted 
Eastern an early 6-0 lead with a 
forfeit in the 11 8-pound class . 
Eastern's  Mark Rodriguez was 
declared the winner due to an in- . 
jury to SWM's wrestler. " I  was 
hoping Rodriguez woµld have had 
a match tonight , after not 
wrestling well against Illinois 
State," McCausland said. 
After a loss in the 1 26-pound 
class that tied the score 6-6, Mark 
Ruet�iger gave Eastern back the 
lead 1 2-6 pinning his opponent 47 
. seconds into the first period of the 
match. 
Paul Cysewski (142) then added 
to the Eastern lead with a 5-1  vic­
tory.  Cysewski  came out 
Inside 
aggressive with a take-down to 
make the score 2-0. An escape by 
the SWM wrestler made the score 
2- 1 ,  before Cysewski scored on 
another take-down to make it 4- 1 .  
Cysewski opened up the second 
period with and escape . which 
finished the  scoring 5- 1 .  · 
Cysewski's victory. made the team 
score 1 5-6. 
Chris Simcox (1 50) then con­
tinued Eastern's  dominance with 
a win by forfeit in the third 
period. Simcox led 1 3-4 in the 
third period before SWM's Jim 
Fox went down with an injury and 
couldn't continue the match . 
Chris McFarland ( 1 58) · then 
widened the margin to 26-6 with 
an . overwhelming 1 6-3 victory 
over SWM's Tim Moor. Mc­
Farland came out with two con­
secutive take-downs followed by a 
near fall to take a 6-0 lead. Aftei 
conceding an escape McFarland 
again scored on a take-down to 
take an 8- 1 lead. The rest of Mc­
Farland'.s scoring came on two 
take-downs and a three-point near 
fall to give him a 16-3 win .  
Ozzie Porter ( 167) had a strong 
showing with  a 25- 1 0  
ter consistently . show 
trol of SWM's Lijha 
ter's victory put the 
reach for Southwest 
6. In the frist 
repeatedly scored .on 
for a 6-2 lead. In 
period Porter blew t 
open scoring 10 poin 
lead. Porter again 
the third period on 
tory. 
Dan Noll (177) th 
behind to defeat his 
4. After trailing ear 
4-3 , Noll scored on aii 
a take-down to a tak 
which he never gav 
victory made the team 
Bruce Hanson (1 
tinued Eastern's 
with a 1 3-3 win, w • 
team score 39-6 
Heavyweight 
was Eastern's  fi 
defeating his op 
Ivanisevic . domina 
ponent from the s 
pulled away in the 
scoring six of his 16  
Spring . Training Arbitration 
Spring is coming and the major league 
baseball teams are heading to Florida to prepare 
· for the upcoming season. See when your 
favorite team begins its conditioning. 
see page 1 5  
Leon Durham lost his bid for a $ 
dollar contract in arbitration Wedne 
must settle for the Cubs' offer of $800 
The Dai ly Eastern News thursday, February 1 i ,  i 9s s  
prlng .Sports G.ul.de· 
tern's baseball team is set to 
a "gem " of a team after retur-
1 6  veterans and picking up a 
h of good, young talent. 
h Tom McDevitt says the 
5 club is potentially as good 
y team he has coached. 
see page 2. 
Up and coming 
The women's tennis team · is 
figuring on finishing in the bottom 
half of the GCAC. The Panthers 
finished ninth last season, but they · 
plan on gaining a little respect in 
the league. 
see page 4. 
Team oriented 
The men's track team, which is 
now in the heat , of the indoor 
season, will move into its outdoor 
schedule March 23.  The outdoor . 
season, according to coach Neil 
Moore, should be a good one for 
the Panther. 
see page &. 
Optimistic 
Eastern's men's ·tennis squad is 
looking forward to the 1 985 spring 
schedule. Although the top tWo 
players wer� lost from last year's 
1 4-6 team, the natters figure to be 
a competitive member of the AM-
CU. 
see page &. 
z Sprlns Sports Gulde Thursday, February 2 1 , 1 985 .The Dally �astem N 
Sluggers hope to convert potentia l into wins 
' . 
by leff Long 
If potential translates into development, Eastern's 
baseball team is set for a gem of a season on the 
diamond this year. · 
The Panthers will return 16  veterans from last 
year's underclassman-dominated squad which went 
1 9- 1 1 .  Only two players, second-baseman Brian 
Jones and first-baseman Steve Hall, were lost from 
last year's team. 
But those will undoubtedly be large voids to fill. 
With the two players will go a combined batting 
average of . 350 as well as 7 1  hits (Jones led the team 
with 36),  not to . mention intangible leadership 
qualities . 
· 
But beyond the loss of Jones and Hall , eighth-year 
head coach Tom "Skip" McDevitt says this te!lm has 
another year of experience behind it-the future is 
now. 
"Potentially, this is as good a club as I 've ever 
had," McDevitt said . "But there's a difference bet­
ween potential and being good. Potential is not being 
good. You have to work to develop that potential . "  
Eastern will be dealing with quite a bit o f  ex­
perienced "potential" on the pitching staff this 
season; all of last season's hurlers will return . -
· Righthanders Mick Freed, Paul Skorupa, Sam 
Light, Dave Goodhue, Mike S.teinkamp, Jim Wilkins 
and southpaw Mike Cassidy return to the mound this 
season. 
However, a recent arm injury to Goodhue, who 
was 4- 1 last year, has tainted the pitching corps tem­
porarily . .  
"His arm has been getting tired very easily lately, "  
McDevitt said. " It might keep him out six t o  eight 
weeks, which is something we · really can't  afford 
right now. " 
Freed returns for his fourth year as the anchor of 
One of the Panthers' new recruits , freshman Brian season .  Com is one of three freshman on 
Com, puts all he has into a pitch during the fall this season .  (News fi le photo) 
the Panther mound staff. The 6-3 , 1 95 hurler posted lowest in four years, however; but the team still had a 
a 6-2 mark last season as the team's top pitcher in the very respectable . 3 1 2 .  
ro�ation. " Hitting will be one of our strong points ," said 
McDevitt also pointed to the acquisition of . McDevitt , who is known for bringing the best out in 
righthanders Brian Corn, Bill Jose, Jim Prims and 6- his hitters . "But as a coach; "  he said, " I  can only 
8 lefthander Eric Hillman to bolster the Panthers' emphasize what a player should do. Nobody can 
solid pitching staff. swing the bat for you ."  
"We've got a tremendous amount of depth in  the Senior outfielders Tim Parker and Monty Aldrich 
pitching staff," McDevitt said. "I've never had a should be the catalysts in the Panthers' hitting ar­
group of pitchers like this before. If the kids can get senal. Parker returns after batting a team-high .407 
everything together we can really have a season." last year, and also led the team in RB l ' s  (36), home 
Once again, Eastern will possess tremendous hit- runs (6) and doubles (8) . . 
ting, something which it seems the Panthers always Aldrich, who transferred from Olney CC his 
prevail at regardless of the win-loss record. junior year, played an integral part of the Panthers' 
In the last four seasons, Eastern has topped the potent offense last season.  He was second on the 
.300 mark for batting average. Last season was the team in batting average at . 389 and led Eastern in 
BASEBALL ROSTER Terry McDavitt Jr. SS 
Name Yr. Pos. Tim Parker - Sr. OF 
Monty Aldrich Sr. OF Jim Prims So. P 
Tim Bogar Fr. IF Chuck Reno Jr .  C 
Mike Cassidy So. P Mike Rooney So . OF 
Brian Com Fr. P Paul Skorupa Jr .  P 
Mick Freed Sr. P Kevin Smith Jr .  P/OF 
Dave Goodhue So. P Kendall Snyder Jr .  1 B/38 
Eric Hi llman Fr. P Mike Steinkamp Jr. P 
Bernard Holland So. OF Rick Sterioti So. IF  
Bill Jose Jr. P Tim Torricellt Jr. C/IF 
Terry Keigher So . OF/ 1 6 Ken Turner Jr. OF 
Alswinn Kieboom so·. C Jim Wilkins Jr.  P 
Sam Light Jr. P 
BASEBALL SCHEDULE 
Date 
runs scored with 33 . 
McDevitt pointed out t hat most of the 
players spent iheir summers playing in ve 
petit ive college leagues which helped keep t he 
during the off-season. 
"These fellas played in good college leag 
skipper said . "The experience gained from 
tremendous . "  
The Pant hers will cont inue to practice ind 
til weather permit s  them to move outsi 
weather, McDevitt said , is a tremendous 
vantage which Eastern faces each year. 
"We can practice indoors forever, but it 's 
same," he said . "This is what really hurts, 
play teams that already have 20 or 30 ga 
their belt . "  
Mar . 1 6  
Mar. 1 7  
Mar. 2 1 - 2 4  
Mar . 25-26 
Mar.  27 
Mar.  2 9-30 
Apr . 2 
Opponent 
MacMURRAY 
EVANSVILLE 
Gulf Coast Classic 
Troy State 
Memphis State 
Southwest Missouri 
IUPU-INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANA ST ATE 
Purdue 
Site 
Monier Field 
Monier Field 
Panama City. FL 
Troy , AL 
Memphis, TN 
Springfield , MO 
Monier Field 
Monier Field' 
West Lafayette, I N  
Alpha Gamma· Delta 
Apr . 3 
Apr . 6 
Apr . 7 
Apr. 9 
Apr. 1 0  
Apr. 1 3  
Apr . 1 4  
Apr. 1 6  
Apr . 1 7  
Apr. 20-2 1 
Apr. 23 
Apr . 24 
Apr . 27-28 
May 2 
May 5 
May 1 0- 1 2 
PURDUE 
University of l l l inoi 
Indiana State 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS-EDWARDSVILLE 
ST. LOUIS 
Bradley 
I l l inois State 
WESTERN ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS 
SOUTHERN I LLINOIS 
NORTHERN IOWA 
University of I l l inois 
MacMURRAY 
Mid-Continent Tournament 
Monier Field 
Champaign , IL 
Terre Haute 
Monier Field 
Monier Field 
Peoria, I L  
Normal , IL  
Monier Field 
Monier Field 
Monier Field 
Monier Field 
Champaign , IL 
Monier Field 
TBA 
Say 
GOOD L UCK � �  
PANTHERS � 
The Daily Eastern News wishes 
al l the Panther teams 'Good 
Thursday, February 2 1 , 1 9 8 5  Spring Sports Gulde 3 
is a sight that the young women's track team would l ike to become 
with . The �ady tracksters _wi l l  have just five upperclassmen on their roster 
they take to the outdoor season on Apr. 5 .  (News photo by Frank Polich) 
MEN 'S  TRACK ROSTER Anne Ogle Jr .  Dist . , M id-d . 
Yr. Event Tracy Olawumi Fr. Long sprint .  
Courson Fr. Thrower Beverly Patton Jr .  Sprinter 
Cox- Bey Fr .  Javel in Teresa Paul  So . Distance 
anie Flafford Fr .  Sprinter Barbara Reed Fr.  Sprint. , l . j .  
a Harper Fr .  Hurdler · ... Anne Sanderson Jr .  Distance 
ealy Jr .  M id-dist .  Beth Smith So . Pent/Hept 
Jarris So . Mid-d ist . Lorri Spells Fr. $print . , l .j .  
ostes Fr .  Distance Kerri Sperry So . Distance 
y Kramer Sr.  Distance Valeta Strickland So.  Thrower 
i lammon So . Distance Drenna Veasley Sr .  L. sprint. 
n Lynch So . Long sprint .  Shari  Wolfram So . High jump 
e Macon Sr . .  Thrower Debbie Ziolkowski Fr .  M id-dist . 
artin Jr .  Javelin Debbie Zubik So . Thrower 
Miller . So . Jav . , Oisc . 
WOMEN ' S  TRACK OUTDOOR SCHED,ULE 
· 6  
2 · 1 3  
9 ·20 
6·2 7  
·4 
1 · 1 3 
9-June 1 
Opponent 
SEmotion Relays at Cape Girardeau 
Ind iana State Triq_ngular . 
PEPSI CHALLENGE INVITATIONAL 
Becky Boone Relays 
I l l inois Intercollegiate at Macomb , IL  
Gateway Conference Championship at  Normal , IL  
NCAA Championship at  Austin ,  TX 
Delta Tali Delta 
is behind the 
Panthers 
all the way! 
�Good Luck! 
· 10experience the biggest 
hurd le for lady tracl�ters 
by Tim Lee 
Only five upperclassmen out .of 25 
teammates return to Eastern ' s  
women's track , team this spring, not 
enough to make an experienced team . · 
"We really are a young team , "  
women's track coach Dan Lowery 
·- said. "Compared to other conference 
schools we have very few juniors or 
seniors . "  
Eastern will d o  battle with only two 
seniors and three juniors to go along 
with its unusually large amount of 
freshmen and sophomores . 
But Lowery isn't  going into the 
season with a rebuilding attitude, . he 
feels this team will be competitive both 
in. the future and this year . 
" I  think that we will do better than 
last year ,"  Lowery said . "The whole 
team will score points this year as com­
pared .to only a few people last year 
and these kids will get faster and faster 
as they get older . " 
Lowery expects the Panthers to 
finish in the upper half of the 1 0-
school Gateway Collegiate Athletic 
Conference di-vis.ion .  · Last year,  
Eastern ended up seventh  in the 
GCAC. 
"Illinois State will be challenged for 
the conference championship by 
Southern Illinois , " predicted Lowery. 
"Western Illinois will also be tough but 
after that it is up for grabs ." 
One of Lowery's  key contributors 
will be sophomore middle-distance 
runner Janine Jarris,  who was injured 
most of last season. 
"Jarris has already proven herself 
from last year in the indoor season, "  
Lowery said. "She should end u p  with 
both the 1 ,500 and 800-meter school 
records by the end of the season . "  
Jarris will also see action i n  the 2-
mile relay which she is e�pected to set 
the school record in.  
" We have a good 2-mile relay team 
of Jarris, Lauren Lynch, Tracy 
Olawumi, and either Erin Healy or 
Debbie Ziolkowski , "  Lowery said. 
"We may take them to the Drake 
relays so they can qualify for the 
nationals . They should break the 
current school record of 9:24 .5 .  I think 
they can run it in under 9:20 ."  
Along with running in  the  2-mile 
relay, Lynch will also be .a tough half­
and quarter-miler . 
"Lynch comes from a good running 
t radition (Elmhurst York High 
School) , and she' ll do whatever it takes 
to win ," Lowery said . "The only thing 
that should stop her from setting a 
record is the presence of Jarris ." 
Another potential strong point for 
the Panthers are t h� shot putters , 
where the three top indoor throwers in 
Eastern history will be competing. 
Valeta Strickland, the current indoor 
record-holder with a throw of 47- 1 1 % ,  
is followed closely by Denise Macon 
and Deb Zubik , who have recorded in­
door throws over 45 and 42 feet , 
respect ively . The current outdoor shot 
put record is 42-2 YI .  
Sigma Chi 
is behind all 
' . 
Panther 
Spring 
Teams 
GOOD LUCK 
Panther . 
� Spring 
Teams! 
The men of 
Phi Sigma Epsilon 
Don't let the really 
BIG DEALS 
slip by you 
watch the Classifieds 
4 Sprln1 Sports Gulde Thursday , February 2 1 ,  1 98 5 The Dally E.astem 
Women netters seeking 
respectabi l ity in GCAC 
by Joseph Anglum 
Eastern' s women's  tennis team will 
be looking to improve on last year' s  
dismal ninth place finish in the 
Gateway Collegiate Athletic Con­
ference . 
"Our goal is to be competitive in the 
bottom half of our bracket , ' '  second 
year head coach Gail Richard said. 
"We have a pretty good chance of 
doing that based on what we did in the 
. fall . "  
In the fall exhibition schedule, the 
Panthers defeated conference foes 
Illinois State and Bradley. The win 
against Bradley was the first for an 
Eastern squad in the history of the 
GCAC . 
The Panther attack will be headed by 
the o.ne-two punch of Lauri Lehman· 
and Diana Durkee, both junior college 
transfers from Bellville Area College. 
Lehman will play No. 1 and Durkee 
, No. 2 singles . They will also join forces 
to head the Panthers ]'lo. I  doubles 
team . 
" Lori and Diana came in and filled 
the slot very well , "  Richard said.  
"They just have to adapt their playing 
style from that of junior college tennis 
to that of pastern' s . "  . 
The Nos . 1 and 2 singles positions 
became available with the Nancy Ab­
ney' s ·graduation and . Heather 
England's late classes, which prevented 
her partidpation on this year' s  squad . 
Junior Patti Kearns will handle the 
duties at No. 3 spot , and will team up 
with Lori Zupanci for No. 3 doubles 
action . 
Patti has really improved her· 
game, " Richard said. " She is playing 
much better this spring. ' '  
The No. 4 singles spot will b e  held by 
junior Sally Stout . She will also play 
No·. 2 doubles with Gina Andres . 
Rounding out the Panther attack 
(See WOMEN, page 7) 
WOMEN ' S  TENNIS ROSTER Sally Stout 
Name Yr. Lori Zupanci 
Jr .  
Lauri Lehman Jr. Gina Andres 
Diana Durkee Jr: Karen Canady 
Patti Kearns Jr .  Rebeca Cabrera 
Date 
Mar. 22·23 
Mar. 26 
Mar. 28 
Mar.  30 
Apr. 2 
Apr. 4 
Apr .  5 
Apr. 6 
Apr. 9 
Apr. 1 6  
Apr. 1 8·20 
Apr. 23 
Apr. 25·2 7 
Stoff · 
WOMEN ' S  TENNIS SCHEDULE 
Opponent . 
Southern I ll inois Quadrangular 
Western Florida 
New Orleans, Nicholls State 
Southeast Louisiana 
I l l inois State 
BRADLEY 
Drake 
Northern Iowa 
WESTERN ILLI NOIS 
INDIANA STATE 
Southern I ll inois Invitational 
Principia 
Gateway Conference Championship 
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jeff Long 
Assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ken Dickson 
Photo editor . . . . . . . . . . .  Frank Polich 
Copy desk . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lisa Hoffert , 
Kevin McDermott 
· Cover 
So. 
Sr. 
FL 
Sr. 
Site 
Carbondale , IL 
Pensacola, Fl 
N ew Orleans, LA 
Hammond, LA 
Normal , I L  
Weller Courts 
Des Moines, IA  
Cedar Falls, IA  
Weller Courts 
Weller Courts 
Edwardsville , I L  
Elsah , IL  
Peoria, I L  
2 0 %  off 
Eastern shortstop Terry McDavitt 
puts the tag on an opponent in action 
at Monier Field from last spring. The 
sluggers get their season underway 
March 1 6 at home against MacMurray 
College. 
Several styles 
and colors 
featuring waterproof leather · 
or monmade uppers .  ' 50 to 'SO 
• 
a u n ique 
, opportun ity 
for 
H ome E conomists 
N utrit ion is ts/Dietit ians 
For you, and the world i tself. As a Peace Corps vol u n ·  
t e e r .  y o u  can put y o u r  degree to w O r j(  at a c h a l l e n g­
i n g. demand i n g  a n d  u n i q u e  opport u n ity. You ' l l  be 
meet i n g  n ew people, learn i n g  a new l a n guage, ex­
peri e n c i n g  a new c u l t u re and \:a i n i n g  a whole new 
out look. And while you' re b u i l d i n g  your future. you ' l l  
h e l p  peopl e  i n  developing countries w i t h  better meth­
ods o! san itation, n ut rit ion and home man­
agement.  The f i n a n c i a l  rewards may not be great, but 
dS a Peace Corps volu nteer, you r  opport u n ity for 
growth i� c e rta i n .  
See our Fi lm Feb 27th at the Student Center in 
the Casey Room 
Need to catch up with the latest 
news i n  the .world of sports? 
Check out the sports pages 
of The Daily Eastern News 
Golf 
· Shoes 
thru Feb. 
CHARLESTON 
PAWN & LOAN CO. 
9th & Lincoln 
Buy-Seit-Trad.-Pawn-Loan 
Buying Gold & Diamond& 
The shirtS a gimme. 
348·1 21 4 
fageOne�I\ 
* . Free Drinks * 
Get a free $_28 Etonic 
Spg_ctrum shirt when 
�_MY_pg_ir 
flf_Etonic Dijf pencl 
gg/f_shoes. 
I
D.ifferen� �1!!��� 
;}, · pattern that . 
.
.. 
1 .•.�. .
. 
provides a stable 
· stance - and 
· � that can mean 
- more solid hits. 
Our Spectrum shirt is 
a big hit, too. In fact, 
golfers preferred it 2 to 1 
· over Izod, Pickering, and �Hogan after 8 washings. 
Best of all, it's free (all 
you pay is $2.50 to cover 
postage and handling) 
when you· buy any pair of 
Difference shoes. 
Men 's and Ladies '  
After all, you wouldn't 
turn down a gimme, 
would you? 
·LADIES 
9-9:30 p.m.  
Each lady seated in a Booth 
Area at 9 :00 sharp will receive a 
Free Drink. 
Visa 
& 
Mastercard 
INYART' S SH O E  STOR E 
North Side of Charleston's Square 
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ftball tea m hopes to vie for GCAC crown 
n Verdun 
pite fielding an inexperienced 
that contains six freshmen, 
's softball team expects to con­
for the Gateway Collegiate 
tic Conference championship . 
r conference is as tough as any 
nation, "  coach Deanna D' Ab­
'o said . "Western Illinois and 
· State will be tough. I expect us 
in the top three and contend for 
le. " 
to the youthful nature of the 
rs, D' Abbraccio is counting on 
s Shelly Eddington, Tangi 
op and Tammi Rettig to be the 
's  leaders . ' 
ington, 4--6 with a 2.20 earned 
verage last season,  is the Pan­
lone returnee to the mound. 
op batted .248 while handling 
tching chores. 
tig, who led Eastern with 1 3 runs 
in last year, will move from 
top to first base. 
i th Tammi going to first and 
Range at third base, we'll have 
trong players at the corners , ' '  
braccio said . 
Abbraccio also anticipates the in-
coming ·freshmen crop to help the Pan­
thers improve from last season's  1 4-2 1 -
1 record . 
" Our freshmen all came from good 
high school programs that played 
strong schedules; ' '  D' Abbraccio said. 
Heading the list of promising 
rookies is pitcher Zam Mogill,  who led 
Streator High School to the state 
championship her j unior year-while 
winning 95 games during her prep 
career. 
Mogill, however, may miss the 
season's first six weeks with a stress 
fracture . 
D' Abbraccio also tabbed shortstop 
Sara Karcher and catcher-outfielder 
Brenda Jackson to see plenty of action 
in their freshmen campaigns. 
Eastern will open its spring season 
March 1 5- 1 6  at the St. Louis University 
Invitational. The Panthers will then · face the test of a strong tournament 
field at the University • of South 
Carolina over spring break . 
" We've showed a lot of im­
provement since fall , ' '  D' Abbraccio 
said. "We're ready to play a game 
right now . "  
SOFTBALL SCHEDULE 
2 
5 
6 
1 2  
1 3  
1 6  
1 7  
20· 2 1 
2 2  
2 6  
2 7  
2 9  
30 
3 
4 
9- 1 1 
1 6· 1 7 
2 2 - 2 6  
Opponent 
St. Louis Univ. Invitational 
U. of South Caro l i n a  Spr ing Trai n i n g  Sess i o n  
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI , OH 
University of Northern Iowa 
Drake University 
Southwest M issouri State 
Wichita State 
Indiana University 
Southern I ll inois-Carbondale 
E IU INVITATIONAL 
SOUTHERN I LLINOIS-EDWARDSVILLE 
WESTERN ILLINOIS 
BRADLEY 
University of Evansville 
Bal l State University . 
I LLINOIS ST ATE 
I N DIANA STATE 
Gateway Collegiate Conference at Macomb, I L  
NCAA Regional Play-off 
NCAA Division I National Tournament 
Lll'S 
GO @ 
PANTIEIS I 
"'�"-
SIGnn SIGnn SIGnn 
S I G M A  P I  
Supports 
_ all 
PANTHER 
SPRING 
TEAMS 
Sophomore third baseman Kathy Range readies herself to catch the ball during 
a softball game last spring . The Panthers expect to contend for the GCAC con­
ference, which according to coach Deanna D'Abbraccio " is as tough as any in 
. the nation . "  (News f i le photo) 
SOFTBALL ROSTER 
Name· 
Stacie Coan 
Lori Conine 
Shelly Eddington 
Brenda Jackson 
Sara Karcher 
Trice Keil 
Angel Lendvay 
Yr. 
Fr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
Fr. 
Pos. 
P/IF 
OF 
p 
C/OF 
P/I F  
C/I F 
OF/IF 
Kay Martin 
Zam Mogil l  
Tammi Patton 
Kath)' Range 
Tammi Rettig 
Cindy Sfreid 
Tang i  Waldrop 
Jan Wamser 
Jr .  
Fr .  
Fr.  
So . 
Jr.  
So. 
Sr. 
Jr .  
OF 
p 
IF 
IF 
I F  
IF 
c 
I F  
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Support 
all 
Panther 
Spring 
Teams! 
DELTA CHI 
IS BEHIND THE 
PANTHERS 
all the way/ 
Good Luck! 
-- - -- ------ - - ·-- - - ·  -·---
* Lookin g  for something you lost? * 
Lost/ Found ads run FRE E  for th ree days 
* , For lnformation, Call 581 �2814 * 
-
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Men's track team has altthe events covered 
by Xen Dickson 
"Team thinking" is what men's 
track coach Neil Moore is stressing for 
the upcoming outdoor season. 
He said track is an individual sport, 
but Eastern's team that_ has all the 
events covered and covered well . 
" I think we have a better outdoor 
team than indoor," Moore said 
Tuesday. And that's  pretty good con­
sidering Moore thinks this season has 
been "outstanding. "  
"The big one is ahead o f  u s  yet ,"  
Moore said of  the indoor copference 
meet to be held March 1 -2 at the 
University of Northern Iowa. 
"We could have a great outdoor 
season if everyone stays healthy, "  
Moore said. "There are some extra 
events in the outdoor and I think we 
have people to step right in. ' '  
The outdoor season opens o n  the 
road at Mississippi State, Louisiana 
Tech and at the Florida Relays. 
" It gives us a chance to be in a warm 
weather area and prepare for the rest 
of our outdoor season, "  Moore said . 
"And they have some track tradition 
down there and have good quality 
MEN ' S  TRACK O UTDOOR SCHEDULE 
·. Date 
Mpr. 23 
Mar. 25 
Mar. 29-30 
Apr . 5-6 
Apr. 7-8 
Apr . 1 3  
Apr . 1 9-20 
Apr.  26-27 
May 2-4 
May 1 0- 1 1 
May 1 7- 1 8 
May 2 9-June 1 
MEN'S  TRACK ROSTER 
Name Yr. Event 
Scott Adamson So . Hurdles 
Greg Anderson Jr .  Sprints 
Steve Arrivo Fr . Distance 
Darrin Bishop Fr. Distance 
Kevin Bohne So . Mid-dist. 
Pete Bojan Fr.  Mid-dist. 
Tom Caldwell · . So . Mid-d ist. 
Jim Chandler So . Mid-dist. 
Brett Creager Fr. Distance 
Jay Flatt Jr .  Javelin 
Markus Gaines Fr. Mid-dist .  
Drew Geisler Sr, Mid-dist. 
Jeff Gennarell i  Fr. Weights 
Opponent 
Mississippi Stat�. Arkansas 
Louisiana Tech 
Florida Relays 
SEmotion Relays at Cape Girardeau 
EIU DECATHALON 
Indiana State 
PEPSI C HALLENGE I NVITATIONAL 
Drake Relays 
M ID-CONTINENT CHAMPIONSHIP 
Bil ly Hayes I nvitational 
Gatorade Classic at Knoxvi l le,  TN 
NCAA Championship at Austin ,  TX 
Steve Knapke So . Mid-d ist. 
Tom Kukowski So . Mid-dist. 
J im Lai l  Jr .  Weights 
Tom Lindsay Jr .  Deca. , p .v .  
Claude Magee Sr. Sprints 
Dan Matas Jr .  Weights 
J im Matan Fr. Mid-dist . 
Bob Mazanke Jr .  Weights 
Mitch McClure Sr.  Distance 
Rod McMullen Fr.  Hurd . , jump 
Dan Newman Jr .  Distance 
Scott Pi l lsbury Sr .  Distance 
Larry Priebe . J r. Javelin 
Dale Righter Fr. Distance 
Andy Schoneman Jr .  Mid-dist. 
Tom Getz So . High jump Larry Thoennissen Jr .  Weights 
Gary Glaser 
Dan Gorski 
John Healy 
Jay Hearn 
Mark He ise 
Chris Johnson 
Dan Johnson 
Don Johnson 
Fr. Sprints Ted Thompson 
Fr. Sprints · Scott Tracy 
Fr. Distance Lawrence Tucker 
So . Pole vault Lonnie Vickery 
Fr. Mid-dist. Chris Welch 
So . Mid-dist. Roxy Wood 
So . Mid-dist Jerry Wright 
So . Mid-dist . Brian Wright 
DELTA 
ZETA -
says 
So . 
Sr. 
Fr. 
So . 
So .  
Jr.  
Sr.  
Fr . 
GO BIG BLUE! 
YEA . EIU! 
Alpha 
Phis 
(' 
wish . 
the 
Panthers 
GOOD LUCKJ 
Distance 
Distance 
Sprints 
Pole vault 
Distance 
P . v . , deca. 
Sprints 
Distance 
Distance runner Scott Tracy breaks the tape in an indoor race earlier 
Tracy and his teammates move into the outdoor season March 23 in 
(News photo by Rick Kottke) . 
... 
·Ill· 
. . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • •  
: LOCATION : WILB WALKER CENTER• 
: PHON�: 348-8883 ' : , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• N A U T I L U S  
• WEI G H TS 
• AEROBICS 
TAN N I N G 
Thursday, February 2 1 ,  1 98 5 Sprln1 Sports G ulde 7 
4-
terfielder Monty Aldrich waits for the call after a close play in  a baseball 
last spring . The baseball Panthers return 1 6 veterans as they open the 
March 1 6  at home. (News file photo) 
0-0P 
upports the 
- Panthers! 
Look for our _weekend special coupons 
7QUIK PRINT 
COPY & PRINTING SERVICE 
hQotfor fast, friendly service 
and high quality at 
affordable prices 
• Copies-enlargements & reductions 
• Self service copies & typ�ng fr_.--· • Offset "printing 
• Graphic design � 
• Professional typing service 
1 • Resume service 
. • Wedding center & 
much more 
Your complete 
Printing & Copy Center 
West Park Plaza-622 W. Lincoln 
345-6331 
.Men's _____ from page 6 
teams. "  
"Mississippi State and Arkansas 
State expected us to be patsies last 
year, but only five points separated the 
five teams . I think they were impressed 
with qs last year . "  
" I  think Louisiana Tech. invited us 
back because they want another shot at 
us , ' �  Moore said. "We beat them pret- ·  
t y badly last year. ' '  
Although Eastern has a very deep 
team, several areas are particularly 
tough . The weights with Larry Thoen­
nissen and Jim Lail, who have broken 
and rebroken indoor marks this year, 
are bright spots , Moore pointed out . 
"Of course Claude MaGee is worth 
a lot of points , "  Moore said of his star 
sprinter who holds the 1 00 and 200-
meter outdoor school records. 
" He's a key element ,  but we have a 
lot of young Qeople that are 
.overlooked. We have some consistent 
people like (middle distance runne1 · 
Drew) Geisler and (distance runner) 
Scott Pillsbury. Both those guys.- and 
mme others are good for a first in their 
!vents . "  
After the southern swing, Eastern 
goes into the SEMOtion Relays Apri l 
5-6 .  Eastern also hosts the EIU 
Decathlon, the Pepsi Challenge and t he 
Mid-Continent Conference Cham-
pionship . . 
The team also travels to Indiana 
State,  Drake Relays, Billy Hayes In­
vitational, Indiana and the . Gatorade 
Classic at Knoxville, Tenn. 
Moore said that only a small number 
will go to the Drake Relays and t he 
Florida Relays. 
Women ____ from page 4  
will be Zupanci at No . 5 singles , An- squad members returned from their 1 0  
dres at · No. 6 singles , and freshman day break away from tennis only to  be 
Karen Canady at t he No . 7 singies t h rust into the  heart of t hei r conference 
spot . schedule. 
"Zupanci is  another player who has Richard hopes to alleviate t hat 
improved her game, " Richard said . . problem by scheduling t h is year' s  
"She is start ing to  develop her  net Florida t r ip .  
game . "  
· 
However, lack of funds could cause 
Richard is pleased wit h t he progress the  trip to be cancelled . 
of her squad, and is anxious for the " We're really not funded to be com-
Spring season to begin .  pet i t ive a t  a n  intercollegiate  level, "  
One change in t h is year's schedule ' is Richard said . 
t hat Richard is planning a t rip south to The Pant hers open t heir Spring 
Florida over spring break to keep her schedule April 2 when they travel to 
squad tuned . . Bloomington-Normal for a conference 
Last years late spring break proved match wit h the Redbirds of Illinois 
to be a disaster for t he Panthers . The State .  
"YOUR JOLL V HABERDASHER" 
·-- al£�l£�r . ' .... . ...  , ........ ...  
4e7 LINCOLN AV&NU& 
CHAaLDTON, ILLINOIS l l H e  PH�ll 1 1 7  141-. .  44 
Russell Sweats 
Good All Year 
Arou nd! 
20%off 
ALL RUSSELL 
T-SHIRTS, JERS�YS 
&SWEATS 
RUSSELL 
ATHL•TIC 
See Us For You r 
"Greek Week" 
Sh i rts! 
Shop The Daily Eastern News Classified ads 
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Competitive men's tennis team �optimistic' 
b y  David Brown . improved. 
When asked to sum up the outlook Eastern's tennis program currently 
of Eastern's men's tennis team, first receives no scholarship allotments,  
year head coach John Bennett needed while most opponents receive some 
only one word : optimistic . aid . "It 's  easier for schools to replace 
· . Although the netters lost their top their top players if scholarships are 
two players from last season's 1 4-6 awarded, "  Bennett said . 
squad, Bennett will not be viewing this Scott Fjelstad, who played number 
upcoming season as a rebuilding one. three singles last year , will occupy the 
"We're in better physical shape than top spot on this season's team. 
we were last year and everyone from " Scot t  always plays - respectively 
last year's  team has improved, "  Ben- against players who are ranked 
nett said . " We'll be competitive and nationally_, " Bennett said . 
· looking to pull of some upsets . "  Bennet t  feels the match against 
However, Bennett admits it  will be Bradley University , 7-2 during the fall 
di fficult to match last season's second- season, will be a key one . " This is the 
place finish at the AMCU conference match that we really want , and I think 
tournament , noting that most of the it will show us how much we've im­
teams ori Eastern' s  schedule have also proved, "  he said. 
MEN ' S  TENNIS ROSTER Eric Laffey * 
· Name Yr. Mark Matijasevich 
Don Carstens So. Scott Sables 
Scott Eaton So. Scott Simon 
. . Scott Fjelstad * * * Sr. John Suter*' 
Bob Kirkwood Sr. • Lettermen 
Date 
Mar.  1 4 (3 : 00) 
Mar. 1 9  (3 :00) 
Mar.  21 ( 2 : 00) 
Mar .  22 
Mar. 23 
Mar.  24-28 
Mar'. 29-30 
Apr. 1 (3 :00) 
Apr. 2 
Apr. 5-6 . 
Apr. 9 (3 :00) 
Apr . 1 1  (3 ;00) 
Apr . 1 3  ( 1 1 :00) 
Apr. 1 6  (3 :00) 
Apr. 1 8  (3 :00) 
Apr. 1 9-20 
· Apr. 23 ( 3 : 00) 
Apr. 26-27 
MEN ' S  TENNIS SCHEDULE 
Opponent 
U niversity of Evansvil le 
BRADLEY 
ROSE-HULM AN 
Jefferson State 
Samford 
University of Central Florida 
Baldwin Ag CC 
Mill ikin 
IUPU-INDIANAPOLIS 
Western I l l inois Quadrangular 
Sangamon State 
I l l inois State 
Rose-Hulman 
I UPU-lndianapolis 
Indiana State 
EIU QUADRANGULAR 
SANGAMON ST ATE 
Mid-Continent Conference Championship 
So . 
So . 
So . 
Jr.  
So . 
Site 
Evansvil le , I N  
. Weller Courts · 
Weller Courts 
Birmingham , AL 
Birmingham , AL 
Ocala, FL 
Tifton, GA 
Decatur, I L  
Weller Courts 
Macomb, I L  
Springfield , IL  · 
Normal , I L  
Terre Haute , I N  
Indianapolis,  I N  
Terre Haute, IN  
Weller Courts 
Weller Courts 
Chicago, I L  
+ -
�
---
- -
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Eastern's No . 2 singles player, John Suter , volleys during a tennis 
Weller Courts last fal l .  The team is optimistically looking towards 
season .  (News file photo) 
G·o PA NTHERS! 
GJJonnc(s 9faif' �· 
Creations · 
-�;s February CLEARANCE 
Now $4495 
3 Large Racks 
� 
. Clothing 
30 % OFF 
ALL SWEATS 
. . 
20 % OFF 
Russell 
& 
Others 
Now $4995 
. sweats 
Vests 
Y2 price 
All EASTERN 
Jackets 
20 % OFF 
As Low As $2638 
$3431 with Eastern I l l inois 
-$31 31 with Eastern 
ALL KI DS 
SWEATS 
30 %  OFF 
reg . $ 2 995 Now $ 1 745 
reg . $2 495 Now $ 1395 
Large Selection 
Many Colors 
Sizes 4 thru 1 8-20 
Wilson 
Pro Bags 
reg . $28°0 · 
NOW 
$1 600 
Many Items 
Still At Least 
7 5 %  OFF 
Many Other 
Items At 
Super Savings 
.. . 
.Skyforce 3A 's  
reg . $499� 
NOW $3395 
1 Rack 
- Ladies · 
N ike Socks 
Y2 Price 
� 
East 
Stoc 
c 
Mitt 
Sc 
Y2 P 
T ·Shirts and 
Jerseys 1/3 0 
2 RACKS 
SHORTS 
Y2 Price $217 
or 2 for $500 
